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In the middle of the last century, after the discovery of a compound of
cisplatin, this compound became one of the most important chemical compounds
used in the treatment of several different types of cancer. But despite the ability of
this compound to kill and destroy cancer cells, it is still unable to treat several types
of cancer in addition to side effects caused by this compound, which led scientists to
search for another compound is more effective and without side effects. Many of the
drugs that have been discovered have shown little of their efficacy against cancer.
Despite the techniques and progress we have achieved, and the countless number of
doctors devoted to fight it, cancer remains a real threat, an incurable disease, but
nevertheless, there is still hope. Scientists have come up with treatments that seemed
impossible 50 years ago, and they managed to get rid of some cancers that were
called incurable. We started using treatment tools in different ways to achieve great
results. Although the cancer may still be terrifying and may always remain so the
steps we have taken against it have made treatment not only possible, but within
reach.
iii

Previous studies can conclude that platinum and palladium compounds are among
the most effective compounds against cancer cells if we take in account many
parameters such as suitable ligand, good geometry and active leaving group. From
here, the research began to design and develop some platinum and palladium
compounds as alternative cancer treatment compounds. In this research sixteen
platinum and palladium compounds were designed with two different types of
ligands. New compounds were designed and tested theoretically by using density
functional theory, DFT. The geometry optimizations and spectroscopic properties of
these complexes such as FTIR, NMR and UV-vis were calculated using the Gaussian
program by using B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of theory. The process of interaction of
these compounds with two types of DNA was then simulated using the Docking
program which revealed that our complexes interacts with DNA through different
mechanisms than that of cisplatin (covalent, electrostatic, groove and intercalation)
which may lead to overcome the side effects of cisplatin. The theoretical results of
the compounds are very encouraging. Some of these compounds have been
experimentally tested on live cells and have proven effective against several types of
cancer. The good agreement between the experimental and theoretical results was
observed. The new complexes in question have promising results for further future
studies on these complexes.

Keywords: Antitumor drugs, Platinum(II) and Palladium(II) Complexes, SulphurNitrogen Donor Ligands, DNA interaction mechanisms
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ÖZET

MOLEKÜLER MODELLEME YAKLAŞIMINI KULLANARAK
KANSER TÜMÖR TEDAVİSİ İÇİN PİRİDİL TİP LİGANTLARI İÇEREN
PLATİN VE PALADYUM KOMPLEKSLERİNİN TASARIMI
RABIA EL-HAG

Tez Yöneticisi: Dr. Öğr. Üyesi Hakan KAYI
Ortak Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Şeniz ÖZALP YAMAN
Haziran 2018, 196 sayfa
Geçen yüzyılın ortasında, bir cisplatin bileşiğinin keşfinden sonra, bu bileşik
birkaç farklı kanser tipinin tedavisinde kullanılan en önemli kimyasal bileşiklerden
biri haline gelmiştir. Ancak bu bileşiğin kanser hücrelerini öldürme ve yok etme
yeteneğine rağmen, neden olduğu yan etkilere ek olarak birkaç kanser türünü tedavi
edememekte, bu da bilim adamlarının daha etkili ve yan etkileri olmayan başka
bileşikleri araştırmalarına yol açmaktadır. Keşfedilen ilaçların çoğunun, kanserlere
karşı etkinliklerinin çok az olduğu gösterilmiştir. Elde ettiğimiz teknikler ve
ilerlemelere ve kendini savaşmaya adamış sayısız doktor olmasına rağmen, kanser
gerçek bir tehdit, çaresiz bir hastalıktır, ancak yine de umut vardır. Bilim adamları 50
yıl önce imkansız görünen tedavilerle ortaya çıktılar ve tedavi edilemez denen bazı
kanserlerden kurtulmayı başardılar. Mükemmel sonuçlar elde etmek için tedavi
araçlarını farklı şekillerde kullanmaya başladık. Kanser hala korkutucu olsa da ve her
zaman öyle kalabilir olsa da, kansere karşı attığımız adımlar tedaviyi sadece
mümkün kılmakla kalmayıp aynı zamanda erişilebilir hale de getirmiştir.
Önceki çalışmalardan, platin ve paladyum bileşiklerinin, uygun ligand, iyi
geometri ve aktif çıkış grubu gibi birçok parametreyi hesaba katarsak, kanser
hücrelerine karşı en etkili bileşikler olduğu sonucuna varılabilir. Buradan,
araştırmalarla alternatif kanser tedavisi bileşikleri olarak bazı platin ve paladyum
v

bileşiklerini tasarlamaya ve geliştirmeye başlandı. Bu araştırmada, on altı platin ve
paladyum bileşiği iki farklı tipte ligand ile tasarlandı. Yeni bileşikler, yoğunluk
fonksiyonel teorisi, DFT, kullanılarak teorik olarak tasarlanmış ve test edilmiştir.
FTIR, NMR ve UV-vis gibi bu komplekslerin spektroskopik özellikleri ve geometri
optimizasyonları B3LYP/LANL2DZ teori seviyesinde ve Gaussian programı
kullanılarak hesaplanmıştır. Bu bileşiklerin iki tip DNA ile etkileşim süreci daha
sonra Docking programı kullanılarak simüle edilmiştir ve komplekslerimizin
cisplatinden (kovalent, elektrostatik, oluk ve interkalasyon) farklı mekanizmalarla ve
belkide cisplatinin yan etkilerinin üstesinden gelebileceğine yol açacak şekilde DNA
ile etkileştiğini ortaya koymuştur. Bu bileşiklerin teorik sonuçları oldukça umut
vericidir. Bu bileşiklerin bazıları canlı hücreler üzerinde deneysel olarak test edilmiş
ve çeşitli kanser türlerine karşı etkili olduğu kanıtlanmıştır. Deneysel ve teorik
sonuçlar arasında iyi derecede bir uyumluluk gözlenmiştir. Söz konusu yeni
komplekslerin, bu kompleksler hakkında daha ileri çalışmalar için umut verici
sonuçları vardır.

Anahtar kelimeler: Antitümör ilaçlar, platin(II) ve paladyum(II) kompleksleri,
kükürt-azot verici ligandlar, DNA etkileşim mekanizmaları
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1. Cancer: Definition and Basic Facts
Cancer is a group of diseases that features by uncontrolled abnormal cell generation,
where millions of people die every year. The death rate by cancer diseases during the
period 2010-2014 (see Figure 1.1) decreased in 11, out of sixteen most common
cancer diseases in men, and 13, out of 18 cancer diseases in women. Meanwhile,
rates has risen for other types of cancer (liver, pancreas, and brain) [1].

Figure 1.1. Rate of cancer incidence in the period 1999-2013 and mortality rate
between 2000-2014 for all cancers.
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Cancer is global disease. It can reach anyone, anywhere, anyrace, any age and any
sex. This was the reason that cancer disease capture the attention of a large group of
researchers in scientific studies and lab experiments. Since 1940, the start of studies
and basic research in biological changes and carcinogens has begun by Russ and Kid
[2], Moytum [3], Berenblum and Shubik [4], these works were divided into
innovations [5]. The hypothesis of research were directly led to the newly invented
reproduction theory that indicated the defects of tumor suppressor genes are
responsible for the advance of cancer [6]. In addition cell-cell modification to cell
communication as causes of cancer was assumed [7]. Cell modification can also take
place, by environmental effects, such as chemical carcinoges, or lifestyle factors [8].
Stem cell discovery [9, 10] can be developed from a single cell, and cancer stem
derived from normal stem cell [11]. However, cancer starts, and the dangerous
development of the disease is well-known. The balance among growth, division, and
death in the cell is rotten. Cancer cell stimulate cell division but ignore signals that
delay growth, which lead people to indefinite multiplicity and immortality.
Moreover, they are able to use the foreign blood flow for its survival and
proliferation. These are the most dangerous cancer cells, where they are able to
spread to other tissues and generate metastases.
According to ACS, by 2030 there would be about 21.6 M. people diagnose with
cancer in America. And nearly 13 M. people could die by 2030, because cancer is a
disease the attack older people more frequently. Accordingly, research and studies
are still testing more options for the treatment and focus on the precise mechanism of
carcinogens [12].
One of the main molecular targets of anticancer drugs is DNA, i.e., drugs that
interact with DNA in vivo. These drugs classified according to their interaction with
DNA, such as anthracycline and doxorobicin drugs which are not covalently bond
with DNA. On the other hand, cisplatin and emoticon form a covalent bond with
DNA. Another important category of drugs is those which causes the DNA backbone
splits, such as bleomycine and nocarcinostatin [13].

2

1.1.1. Treatment of Cancer
The classic cancer treatment tool is based on a combination of surgery, radiotherapy,
chemotherapy and complementary approaches. Other cancer treatments include bone
marrow transplantation, stem cell transplantation, use of blood vessel inhibitors,
bioremediation (immunotherapy or targeted therapy, cancer vaccines and gene
therapy in clinical trials) and phototherapy [14]. Personal medicine, characterized by
greater selectivity is compared to conventional radio and chemotherapy, but is
generally used in combination with them.
The development of successful treatment and early diagnosis has significantly
increased the overall survival rate of cancer patients. (see Figure 1.2) [1].

3

Figure 1.2. The improvement in the rate of survival of cancer patients between 19752012.

1.1.2. Anticancer Chemotherapeutic Agents
In the medical fields there are more than 70 antineoplastic agents, and regrettably all
have low selectivity that reflect high total toxicity and undesirable effects. Far from
toxicity of nonmalignant cells, in the cancer's chemotherapy the most important
problem is its self and/or acquired resistance from tumor to cytotoxic agents. For
4

reasons, cell inhibition factors are clinically applied to cellular agents and variety of
action mechanisms, it were used in conjunction of therapeutic system instead of
single agent. Cancer's chemotherapy normally use a mix of drugs from different
classes that are dissimilar pharmacologically and toxicologically, this way the
outcome of the treatment effect is higher and toxic effects, become less [15].
1.1.3. Cisplatin as Anticancer Drug
1.1.3.1. History
The compound Cis- diamminedichloroplatinum(II), cisplatin was known as "Peyrone
Chloride" since 1845 [16]. Molecular structure difference between cis and transcompounds were solved in 1890, that established the basis of modern chemistry of
coordination [17]. In the year 1969 Barnet Rosenberg and colleagues discovered the
activity of inhibition of Cis-diamminedichloroplatinum(II) [18]. They tried to
examine the impact of a low intensity electric region on the growth of coliform
bacteria. They noticed that, the generation of long filaments, up to 300 times of the
normal length. This observation occurred when the cell division was interrupted.
Under controlled environment, experiments were repeated several times. Rosenberg
and his collaborators concluded that the effect was occurred by the electrode
products of the platinum, rather than by the weak electric field. The product of
the electrolysis process was clearly defined as a Pt-containing compound, possibly
[NH4]2 [PtCl6]. After a few experiments, Rosenberg and his team later found that due
to photochemical reactions, the neutral species [CisPtVI(NH3)2 Cl4] were produced in
the solution, which was the chemical that caused filamentation. Synthesis of the
same compound was followed but keeping platinum in oxidation condition +II,
which also active in filaments [18, 19]. From that time on, success of clinically
synthesized cisplatin has begun.
1.1.3.2. Clinically applications of cisplatin
The development of cisplatin was the turning point in the history of the treatment of
cancer disease and now is considered as the most important antitumor chemotherapy.
Since 1978 cisplatin was approved and used clinically as a single drug or in
association with other compounds such as pleomycin, phenplastin, 5-fluorouracil, or
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cyclophosphamide [20, 21]. Cisplatin reached 90% cure for testicular cancer and
improved survival in patients with advanced ovarian cancer [22].
Cisplatin is taken by injection into the bloodstream intravenously using saline
solution. Oral consumption is not recommended because of the hydrolysis of the
gastric acid environment [21]. Nearly 50% of platinum injection drug relates serum
proteins and excretes through urine. The rest of cisplatin is transferred to different
tissues in the blood flow. In these processes, cisplatin remains as dichloride because
of the high concentration of about 100 mm, of hydrolysis is inhibited. When cisplatin
reaches the tumor, it is thought to be absorbed into cells via three possible tracks
[23]:
1) Passive diffusion.
2) Copper transfer proteins such as CTR1.
3) Organic cation transfer.
Very high chloride concentration exists within the cell, cisplatin partial
decomposition occur accompanied by loss of one or both Ligands chloride. As
mentioned early the products of the hydrolysis process are active species [24].
According to Chloride concentration and pH, five different species in the solution
may be generated. The distribution of various hydrolysis products at specific pH and
chloride concentration can be found using known pKa values of cisplatin aqua
ligands [25]. Therefore, the dichloro-species [Cis-Pt(NH3)2 Cl2] in a solution with
cytoplasm must be higher, whereas the chloride 1 and 2 species and monohydroxo
species and their oligomers must be present in the cell [26]. Now it is known
that nearly 40% of the aqua-chloro species 1 are generated after hydrolysis. These
species are kinetically unstable because of the aqua ligand is a better leaving group in
comparison to chloro- ligand. Therefore, it was inferred and accepted that species 1
is the active form of the drug [26].
The drawback of Chemotherapy side effects regretally accompanied by good
possibility to damages the normal cells. The injected drug will affect all types of cell,
the cancer and the normal cells which can rapidly divided. As a result of this process
many side effects occur, such as renal toxicity, neurotoxicity, ear toxicity and
cerebral pressure (reduced spinal activity) [27, 28]. The position of the center of
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platinum with peptides, amino acids or S-containing proteins are to be blamed for
these side effects which are located in the cell. More studies were needed because of
the emergence of severe renal toxicity and renal failure caused by cisplatin. These
problems continued until Kvetkovich and others provide the possibility to avoid
these side effect, as other studies reach the same results experimentally [29, 30].
Today,

the

administration

of

compounds

containing

S,

such

as

sodium dithyldethyrocarbonate or thiourea, during chemotherapy cancer treatment
for the reduction of these side effects [31]. Furthermore, during chemotherapy, there
is a possibility that patient may develop a resistance to cisplatin drug. Three major
mechanisms of pharmacological resistance are predicted; Low drug uptake and or
increased drug flow, degradation and disruption by intercellular thiolus and improved
repair or tolerance of the inputs of cisplatin with DNA [32]. Different mechanisms
which cause the resistance are discussed below, such as transmembranecisplatin
transport, disabling cisplatin by intercellular thiol groups, for example (glutathione),
improved DNA-reparation, or inadequate DNA-binding [32, 33].
1.1.3.3. Cisplatin's action mechanism
Nowadays, Cisplatin is controlled via methods, including intravenous injection. For
many reasons, this method was not perfect and needs hospital care. Therefore, it was
required to do some research, and find out an alternative way to manage cisplatin.
One low toxicity formula controlled by cisplatin has currently been developed [34].
Chemotherapy compounds are encapsulated within a nano-scale Liposomal carriers
and given to the patient by nebulization. This new method is lately in the stage of
clinical tests and investigations [34].
Because of high concentration of physiology chloride in the blood (100 mm), it
keeps the complex neutral until entering the cell. This approach has been considered
to happen, primarily through passive diffusion. However, many debates about the
important significance of an active mechanism of transport participation in this
process were open.
Cisplatin uptake was detected by Ctr.1p both in yeast and mammals [35]. Once in
systole, degradation happens because of low concentration of chloride (4 mm).
Cisplatin makes nucleic acids, proteins and biomolecules that containing bonded
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sulfur, such as glutathione. The ultimate aim of cisplatin that is to stimulate its
cytotoxicity, which is in general acceptable as DNA [36].
1.1.3.4. DNA proximity (adducts) formed by cisplatin coordination
Following the decomposition of cisplatin coordination of DNA into, preferably
N7th atom adenine and N3rd of cytosine, it has been found two types of Cisplatin–
DNA binding, namely: Monofunctional and bifunctional. More over it is unlikely to
find monofunctional binding causing cisplatin cytotoxic action. Because transplatin
was able to form this type of input as cisplatin, while being inactive. On the other
hand, the results of bifunctional binding is causing the formation of two different
DNA inputs. The Intrastrand 1,2–d (GpG) cross links Pt-DNA is about 65% of bound
formed by platinum with DNA [37], then Intrastrand via bond d(ApG) about 20%
platinum bonding. Only about 1.5 % of cisplatin were involved in Intrastrand inputs.
Also, some protein connections have been formed in the minor DNA- Protein (see
Figure 1.3) [36, 38].

Figure 1.3. The cross-link formation by cisplatin and DNA [36, 38].

Cisplatin-DNA inputs prevent replication of DNA, i.e., block replication by RNA
polymerase and the cells start to death [36, 39]. Many tests were done to investigate
the kinetics of Pt-DNA interaction, and they have shown that, there are two inputs of
most abundant namely GpG and ApG Crosslinks are to be responsible for the
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cytotoxic effects of cisplatin [36]. Formation of cisplatin-DNA which was explained
above causes the deformation of DNA structure, and leads to loss of spiral stability
and structural change [40-43]. The studies of NMR have attempted the prediction the
changes in structure which caused by cisplatin in different types of DNA (Figure
1.4).

(A)

(B)

Figure 1.4. NMR and crystal structure of cisplatin-DNA cross-link interaction: (A)
NMR structure [44] and (B) crystal structure [45].

The surfaces angle between the rings of guanine in adducted Pt ranges from 76-87
degrees. This is reflecting the base of stacking distortion or deformation. All
interactions are complementally pairing base. However, even within the G-C base
pairs which is directly related to the Pt-binding [36], the observed binding of DNA
are kink or circle of 40–80 toward the major groove. At a time, the unwinding
helix is about 20 degrees, this leads to narrowing in the major groove and widening
in the minor groove [46-48]. The adducts between cisplatin and DNA can be
synthesized by bond forming between the ammine group in the cisplatin and an
oxygen atom on a 5-phosphate group of DNA, which are important to cisplatin
activity [49-52].
These adducts results led to be widened in the minor groove toward the side of
platinum adducts. That can be recognized via a number of cellular protein, histones
and the high mobility group such as HMGB1 [53].
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1.1.3.5 Mechanism of DNA repair action
Lesions of cisplatin DNA in cells can be fixed, primarily by repairing the nucleotide
excision (NER), which comprises group of proteins with enzymatic functions [5456]. The importance of proteins in the mechanism was confirmed by noting the
increase of cisplatin sensitivity in cells which are lack DNA repair, on the other
hand, DNA repair is more effective in some cell lines that resistance of cisplatin [56].
The lipids of the field proteins have been modified and were linked to cisplatin
modified DNA. Therefore, the effect of these proteins on the modulation of cisplatin
activity most likely depends on cell type and constituents [57].
1.1.4. Improvement of Platinum Compounds as Anticancer Drugs
A large number of platinum compounds have been produced trying to overcome
cisplatin side effects. Unfortunately, none of them could take a place of cisplatin in
routine chemotherapy. The observation in the design of the first generations of
platinum complexes and their effectiveness as anti-tumor drugs resulted in what is
known as structural activity relationship (SAR) [58].
This was like rule for the platinum compounds to show anti-tumor activity to follow.
So that, each new complex was outlined by these guidelines.
The

best

second-age

platinum

is

Cis-diamine-1,1-cyclobutane-

dicarboxylatoplatinum(II), otherwise called Carboplatin a shown in Figure 1.5.
Carboplatin since its finding in 1986, has taken place of cisplatin to treat numerous
dangerous tumors. It's identical to cisplatin for treatment of ovarian tumor, yet less
active than cisplatin against other types such as testicular, head and neck
malignancies [59, 60].
Two other second and third era of cisplatin analogs were endorsed for clinical
utilization.
In 1995, the second generation of cisplatin, (cis-diammine (glycolato) platinum(II))
Nediplatin has been found [61] (Figure. 1.5). It has been approved by the Ministry of
Health and Welfare of Japan [62] as a cisplatin alternative in the treatment of lung,
testicular, esophageal, uterine and urothelial cancers.
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In addition, in couple of European countries such as France [62] other cisplatin
analogous (oxaliplatin) [63] (see Figure 1.5) was also approved for treatment of
metastatic colorectal cancer. The clinical studies have been demonstrated that
oxaloplatin has lower nephrotoxicity and myelosuppression than cisplatin and they
found that the patients whose treatment with oxaloplatin their neuropathy occurs
more frequently [62].

Figure 1.5. Structures of first generation of cisplatin analogs.

It became clear that straightforward analogs of cisplatin or carboplatin will most
likely not give any huge clinical advantage to existing medications, and buildings of
these complexes may have natural results like those of cisplatin.
1.2. Structure-Activity Relationship
Clare and Hoeschele [64] have been illustrated all the platinum compounds whose
follow the structural activity relationship (SAR) till now. They found that for the
platinum compounds which have to show anti-tumor activity must be in cis
configuration with formula [(PtX2)(Am)2] or cis-[PtX2Y2(Am)2], where X is the
leaving group which must be an anion and has intermediate bond with platinum atom
and Am is an inert amine with at least one N-H moiety. The rules have represented
the plan of platinum drugs for quite a long time and have stayed essentially until
reasonably as of late. In any case, it has turned out to be bounteously evident that
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their basic analogs of cisplatin or carboplatin may not give any noteworthy clinical
advantage to existing medications.
The platinum complexes that broke the structural activity relationship show high
anti-tumor activity, in the same time the efforts moved towards design of

Pt

complexes which have specific characteristics that make the drug more safe for
patients and overcome drug resistance [65].
1.3. Platinum N-S-Heterocyclic Carbene Complexes
In the course of recent decades, consideration has expanded in Pt(II) and Pd(II)
compounds containing N and S heterocyclic rings, bringing about the advancement
of metal-based medications with high anticancer movement and lessened
harmfulness contrasted with cisplatin and comparable mixes.
Recently, big attention toward the platinum compounds that contain N and S donor
bonds, led to scientific development in the metal based drugs with high anti-tumor
activity and low toxicity compared with cisplatin and its first and second analogous
compounds [66].
For more than thirty years cisplatin has been used to treat different types of cancer
cells, either alone or companies with other radiotherapy [67]. This drug works as
anti-tumor agent by interaction with DNA and forming Pt-G-G interstrand crosslink.
This interaction results in apoptosis and in the same time leading to the toxicity of
this drug during tumor resistance and toxic side effects [68].
During the last years a huge number of platinum complexes as anticancer drugs have
been studied extensively in order to reduce these restrictions by increased activity
and solubility and reduced drug resistance. Since cisplatin is active against some
cancer but is not active against other types of cancer, the studies have been focus on
to understand how does cisplatine interact with DNA which led to these side effects
[67].
In order to installation of new anti-tumor platinum complexes with high activity and
less side effects, some new strategies have been established. These strategies depend
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on the adjusted nitrogen-modulated change or the alteration of leaving bunch [67,
68].
Changes of the nature of metal center with other metal which have less toxicity and
more soluble in water more than platinum, is other strategies.
The researchers additionally shifted to the study of nonclassical drugs that may work
uniquely in contrast to cisplatin. The unusual structures that broke the rules of SAR
of platinum compounds which lacking NH, NH2 or NH3, are good examples of these
compounds that have been synthesized to overcome cisplatin resistance, increase
their activity and solubility. The platinum compounds that have N-heterocyclic
ligands have been demonstrated as promising and guidelines to build a new cytotoxic
medication from [69-73] cisplatin series. Marinetti et al. [72] has been prepared PtIINHC-amine complexes by simple arrangement and two stages resulted in cross-level
transverse species. All complexes have been proofed as active against cisplatin
resistance ϹEM & H460, A2780, ϹH1 and SK-OV3 through the experiments. The
complexes showed IC50 value between 0.6 and 2.7 μm against leukemia cells
compared with IC50 value 3.0 μm of cisplatin at the same test conditions.
Furthermore, some of these compounds overcome cisplatin in treatment of H460
cells, ovarian cells A2780/DDP cells with IC50 = 1.6 μm and ϹH1/DDР cells with
IC50 = 2.3 μm and two of them showed IC50 of 2.8 and 2.6 μm against SK-OV3 cells,
these outcomes credited to the present of NHC platforms. This study gives evidence
that the platinum compounds based on NHC ligands [72] are a powerful and great
cytotoxic drugs. The anti-tumor activity of these complexes are shown in this study.
Moreover, the results of this study have been demonstrated that these complexes can
be modified to target cancer cells by suitable modification of carben group.
A trans configuration PtII-NHC with amine, amino acid or peptide as ligand has been
prepared by Bellemin-Laponnaz and co-workers [74]. All complexes showed IC50
(0.11-4.57 IM) better than cisplatin against (HCT116, SK-OV3, MCF-7 and PC3)
and healthy cells. The most active complexes were that whose contains amino acids
with IC50 (0.11-1.34 IM) against all cancer cells even cisplatin resistance. However,
these complexes showed similar IC50 values to cisplatin against MRC5 and it had
less selectivity.
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Another series of Pt(II) bearing NHC ligands by nitrile, alcohol or ester were
developed by the same group of research, and investigated against many different
types of cancer and healthy cell lines [75]. The complexes which contains ester
showed the highest cytotoxic activity with IC50 (0.01-1.52 IM) against different types
of cancer and healthy cell lines but some of them showed cytotoxic even against the
healthy cells.
Also the same group of research have been designed an oestrogen functionalized
Pt(II)-complex in order to increase the selectivity by targeting hormone dependent
diseases [69]. The new compound has been prepared by functionalized chemical
reaction between the platinum complex and the oestrogen derived azide. This
complex shows anti-tumor activity and now it is under clinical studies.
New Рt(II)-complexes with (1,3-dibenzyl)imidazol-2-ylidene ligand was prepared by
Schobert et al. All new compounds have been investigated against much cancer cell
lines [76]. The new compounds showed lower IC50 against all cancer cells even
cisplatin resistance and one of them has shown IC50 (0.15-2.1 IM) where it is
interacted with DNA through aggregation and precipitation to affect a G1 phase cell
cycle arrest in the tested melanoma cells.
Ott et al. [77] designed series of Pt(II) terpyridine compounds with a caffeine-derived
NHC ligand. The complexes were investigated as anticancer agent and compared
with their N-coordinated theobromine analogues and cisplatin. The complexes were
more active than their analogs and cisplatin and showed IC50 (0.24-0.83) in micro
molar range toward HT-29, MDA-MB231 and MϹϜ-7 cancer cells. The TrxR
enzyme wasn't the main target of the complexes, this is clear from the slightly
inhibited enzyme. Furthermore, complexes induced morphological changes in MCF7 cells and showed in vitro antiangiogenic effects at sub-cytotoxic concentrations.
A new Pt(II)-complexes in formula of luminescent pincer containing NHC ligands
were prepared by Che et al. [78]. All new complexes investigated against Hela cells.
Some of these complexes showed high activity with IC50 = 0.461 IM, the interesting
thing that was observed for these complexes during the fluorescence microscopic
analysis that these complexes led to cell death through aggregation in the cytoplasm
of the tumor cells.
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The same group of research additionally built up a class of new Рt(II)-compounds
with Ϲ^N and bis(NHϹ) ligands [79]. The new compounds have been investigated
against various malignancy cell lines, promising results were observed by these
complexes with IC50 (0.45-1.59 IM) which more active than cisplatin. The analysis
of the test results revealed that the apoptotic cell death attributed to endoplasmic
reticulum(ER)-stress mitochondria dysfunction. Additionally, experimental results
demonstrated that the complexes appear more attention toward BSA than DNA and it
concentrated in ER region. All the complexes had promising results as anticancer
agent and can be used as platform for design of new anticancer drugs.
The same group in 2011 made some modifications on the platinum complexes by
coordination of the Pt(II) atom by N-heterocyclic ligand in order to the products
complexes interact with other target than DNA. The products complex with unique
properties enhanced the stability of these complexes in the biological media and
prevent them from the reactions which led to ligand exchange. The new compounds
appeared high specificity to cancerous cells and it were highly cytotoxic [80]. The
new complexes prompted the apoptosis of the cancer cell lines in the same pattern of
cisplatin specially the complexes which have the formula [(Ϲ^N^N)РtII(N,N'nBu2NHϹ)]РϜ6, where Ϲ^N^N = 6-phenyl-2,2'-diyridine) and the carbine ligand
with a lipophilic carbon chain. The cellular localization of this complex is easy to
follow by using emission microscopy because it is very emissive and unlike platinum
compounds known this complex accumulated in the cytoplasmic structures not in
vicinity of DNA which led to inhibitor of apoptosis. In the same time the
experimental results showed that this complex inhibited the activity of cancer cells
and led to apoptosis of these cells. It was observed through the in vivo experimental
results that injection of this complex repressed the NϹІ-H460 cells development did
not cause death of mice, and don‘t caused losing weight compared with the other
complexes.
The Pt(II)-complexes with NHC ligands considered as platform of a new potential
antitumor drugs because of the easy to modify its structures which results in
biological activities of these complexes.
A bis-PtII(NHC) complex was prepared by Ciftci et al. [71]. The complex was tested
on the rats to investigate its effect on the cardiac tissue where the results showed that
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complex caused oxidative stress, reproductive toxicity and testicular harm in tissue
more than cisplatin. These outcomes may recommend that this complex have impact
as anticancer drug better than cisplatin.
Xu et al. [81] prepared oxaliplatin analogue complex by added hydroxyl group in the
cyclobutanedicarboxylate ring depending on the potent anticancer activity of
oxaliplatin which related to the high solubility and stability that got from the leaving
group in the ligand. The new complex was investigated against A549, HCT and
MCF-7 cancer cells, the results showed that the activity of complex increases against
A549 and HϹT cell lines and decreased against MϹϜ-7 cells. Later the same group
synthesized

another

oxaliplatin

analogues

[82]

with

leaving

group

(3-

oxocyclobutane-1,1-dicarboxylate). These new complexes showed great antitumor
activity in vitro against cancer types under test comparing with cisplatin, oxaliplatin
and carboplatin. Additionally, the complexes appeared suitable stability and
solubility in water. From the biological and experimental results of these complexes
we can say that their antitumor activity related to the kinetic properties of these
complexes. it is clear that the carbonyl group increase the stability and water
solubility of the leaving group.
Another oxaliplatin analogues series were prepared by Liu et al. [83] with 1,1cyclobutane dicarboxylate instead of oxalate anion. The main goal was to get new
compound with less neurotoxicity which appeared by oxalate anion and high activity
of oxaliplatin. The most anticancer activity complexes were that with acetyl group
but in the same time had less toxicity than oxaliplatin.
In order to increase the permeation through the cell membrane and water solubility
Sun and co-workers [84] designed a new compounds derived from oxaliplatin by
change the leaving group with 1-(methoxy- or methyl-substituted benzyl)azetidine3,3-dicarboxylate anions and with ligand ((R,R)-N-alkylcyclohexane-1,2-diamine).
The new compounds have been tested in vitro toward MϹϜ-7 and A549 cancer cell
lines, the highest activity showed by the complexes which have a ligand an isopropyl
substituent on the amine group, in the same time were less potent than oxaliplatin but
some of complexes showed cytotoxicity superior to that of carboplatin and
oxaliplatin against the MϹϜ-7 and A549 cancer cells. The activity of these
complexes may attributed to the leaving group which carry tertiary amine.
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Following the aim to increase the permeation through the cell membrane and water
solubility, Liu et al. [85] synthesized glucose-conjugate dmalonate Pt(II)-complexes
in order to targeted tumor specially those which transport the active glucose. All
compounds displayed high water solubility by 150 times, enhance the cytotoxicity by
10 times, and increase the therapeutic index by 30-fold than oxaliplatin.
In order to control the platinum complexes action towered DNA, the leaving group
plays a big role by losing in the cytoplasm, and we can control this by
functionalizing it with bioactive moieties.
For instance Liu et al. [86, 87] designed new [РtII(NH3)2] complexes
withdichloroacetate moiety in order to enhance cell apoptosis, this done by
presenting 3-dichoroacetoxylcyclobutane-1,1-dicarboxylateas as leaving group. This
groupcan released, and this supporting compounds as drugs candidates.
Zhao et al. [88] designed Pt(II)-complexes with chelated carboxylate leaving group
and chloride anion and the main goal was to investigate which one is more active, the
halogens or carboxylate. All compounds have been investigated against different
tumors cells and all of them were with high activity equal to the activity of cisplatin
and oxaliplatin. Remarkably, the activity of one of them toward HϹT116 cell was
around twofold superior to that of oxaliplatin. The mechanism of interaction between
these complexes and DNA can be more understood through the mechanism of
leaving chloride anion Pt(II)-complexes process.
Pt(II)-compounds in the structure of bis configuration have been also proved their
activity in cancer therapy. A new Pt(II)-complexes

in formula of bis(2-

aminoalcoholato-N,O) were prepared by Valiahdi [89]. The complexes showed very
high anticancer potency and low systemic toxicity in acidic conditions. The activity
of the complexes were enhanced by protonation of the alcoholate oxygen, this led to
broken of Pt-O bonds. The selectivity of these complexes toward cancer cell can be
improved for molecular therapy.
The high activity of oxaliplatin related to their carrier ligand which make the
complex have pharmacophore properties, this proved in some Pt(II)-complexes
which containing this ligand and showed great results. Consequently, a lot of
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platinum complexes with 1,2-diaminocyclohexane prepared for further studies as
platinum-based drugs.
A class of oxaliplatin analogues as anticancer complexes with N-alkyl derivatives as
carrier ligands were prepared by some research groups. And they found that this type
of ligands can help to increase anticancer properties of these complexes by control
the balance between the lipophilicity and hydrophilicity of the complex and this can
lead to changing in the mechanism of drug-DNA interaction.
New Pt(II)-complexes with ligands of N-mono alkyl (R, R)-1,2-diaminocyclohexane
derivatives and leaving group of 3-hydroxycyclobutane-1,1-dicarboxylate, prepared
by Fang et al. [90] All compounds investigated toward MϹϜ-7 and A549 cells, the
complexes which containing secbutyl group showed the highest cytotoxicity against
cancer cell lines even higher than oxaliplatin and carboplatin. The experimental
results revealed that the balance which obtained between lipophilicity and
hydrophilicity was very good. Also, Рt(II)-complexes of (R, R)-N1,N2-dibutyl-1,2diaminocyclohexane with two alkyl branches as steric hindrance were studied by the
same group [91]. The complexes were investigated against different types of cancer
cells, one of the compounds appeared high cytotoxicity toward cancer cells under test
and was more active than oxaliplatine itself. The electrophoresis studies results
revealed that this complex interacted in different mechanism unlike cisplatin.
Gay et al. [92] designed newРt(II)-compounds with different groups such as (C=C,
free ΟН, Me O, etc) and different carrier ligands such as 1,2-bis(amino
methyl)cyclohexane with an iodide as ligand and 1,4-diamino in order to investigate
the structural activity relationship of organic functionalities and in the same time
understand the stereochemistry effects on the activity of these complexes. Tested
complexes showed resistance factors lower 16 times than cisplatin against
A2780cisR cells. And this leads for this cell to become more resistant to this drug
due to a range of effects, including reduced drug transfer, improved DNA repair /
tolerance, and a high level of glutathione compared to parental A2780 cells.
Changing the ligand by azathrioclides or aromatic amines, is another procedure to
enhance the cellular accumulation of cisplatin-related compounds. This approach
produce Pt-compounds with good results specially in present of derivatives of 7azaindole halogen. Ligands were synthesized under this procedure by Muchova et al.
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[93] The ligands were investigated against ovarian cancer and A2780 cell lines. The
test results showed that these ligands were toxic to ovarian cancer and showed IC50
values against A2780 cells superior to cisplatin.
Cisplatin derivative complexes with N-heterocyclic ligands reported by Steara et al.
[94] and Łakomska et al. [95] with the use of 1,2,4-triazole-[1,5a] -pyrimidine and 7azindol, respectively. The application and fate of these complexes in biological
systems are determined by their stability and water solubility, their thermodynamical
interaction with cysteine, and the reduction of glutathione and human protein in the
blood.
New Рt(II)-complexes with imidazole ligands prepared by Ferri et al. [96] The
complexes were investigated against tumors cells those cisplatin resistance and
oxaloplatin sensitive. The present of an amine N-donor and heterocyclic, promote the
amino function to show the best trans effect and display a chain with a suitable
length to enhance the lipophilicity.
A new cisplatin derivative complexes with ligand (amino phosphonate ester) and
leaving group (chloride), were prepared by Huang et al. [97, 98] in order to increase
the selectivity of the complexes as anticancer drugs. The transport of drug through
the cell membrane by increase of the solubility was enhanced by changing the target
delivery to the phosphate group. This is a good strategy because this group can
explain in good way the cellular space of cancer cells. Moreover, the high affinity of
some phosphate groups toward calcium ions used as base to design a new compound
that used in treatment of bone cancer.
A cisplatin-like complex instead to replacing the ligand with the cyclindependent
kinase inhibitor bohemine, was prepared by Novakova et al. [99] The complex
investigated against different cancer cell lines and showed a unique anticancer profile
which attributed to the mechanism of interaction with DNA which was different
from that of cisplatin.
The same group [100] synthesized Рt(II)-complexes with ligands (di- and trisubstituted) derivatives of the plant hormone kinetin. All compounds were
investigated as potential anticancer drugs against A2780cisR and A2780 cells, the
experimental results showed that the complexes were similar to cisplatin in the
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activity against A2780cisR cells and more cytotoxic against A2780cells. This is
mainly due to stable degradation and interactions with glutathione and guanosine
monophosphates.
A series of [РtII(Ϲl)2] complexes of podophyllotoxin prepared by Hui, Zhang and
Chen [101]. The complexes were investigated as anticancer agents and the results
revealed that the most potent cytotoxicity was appeared by the complex in which cis[4-O-(2-2-diaminopropanoyl)podophyllotoxin]dichloride-platin(II). This compound
leads to the arrest of the cell cycle in the G2 / M phase and prevents the formation of
microtubes in the HeLa cells. In addition, it has strong DNA division abilities.
A series of Рt(II)-complexes with 2-hydroxy-3-(aminom ethyl)-1,4-naphthoquinone
as ligand and chloride ion were investigated by Neves et al. [102] The complexes
were tested as anticancer agents against different cancer cells. All complexes showed
great cytotoxicity against tumor cells. The capability of quinone derivatives to form
reactive oxygen species enable them to have anticancer properties and extensively
studied in vivo as antitumor drugs. These ligands have chemical and biophysical
properties effected by PtCl2 complexes, this effect led to improvement of the binding
between these complexes with DNA and catalytically inhibit topoisomerase I.
A series of Рt(II)-complexes [Pt(IL)AL]2+, where IL is heterocyclic square planer
ligand and AL is an ancillary ligand were prepared by Pages and co-workers [103]
and Garbutcheon-Singh and co-workers [104]. The ligands contain difference 1,10phenanthrolinederivatives and dipyridoquinoxaline, the ancillary ligands are the R, R
or S, S isomers of 1,2-diaminocyclohexaneor 1,2-diaminocyclopentane. In this study
different IL and AL were used combination to modify the chemical properties of the
complexes to improve the DNA binding of these complexes with the cytotoxicity.
The results revealed that the complexes with large aromatic surface area have the
highest affinity binding with DNA. This results in DNA-complexes interaction with
strong П stacking. Although, the tests results of these complexes against L1210
leukamia cell line revealed that the complexes with dipyridoquinoxaline derivative
their activity lower than the activity of that complexes which containe 1,10phenanthroline. It can be concluded from this result that these types of ligands are
also important to control DNA binding and cytotoxicity of these complexes.
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Recently, new Рt(II)-compounds with 1,10-phenanthrolinederivatives prepared as
anticancer drugs by Xie et al. [105] The complexes investigated as radiation sensitive
in order to enhance the cancer cells radiotherapy sensitivity. The complexes showed
less activity than cisplatine against human cell lines without X-ray irradiation, the
most active compounds which with X = COOH, while in present of X-ray irradiation
the growth inhibitor of A375 cells increased in present of these complexes, and in the
same time exhibit lower cytotoxicity against normal cells.
A new Рt(II)-complexes designed and investigated by Skander et al. [72] The
anticancer activity of complexes was tested against cisplatin sensitive and resistance
cells. All complexes showed cytotoxicity with IC 50 (0.6-2.7 M ), these results were
promising specially in cisplatin resistance cells.
A series of

cyclometalated Рt(II) prepared by Sun and co-workers [80]. The

complexes accumulating in cytoplasmic structures, one of them showed 300 folds
higher affinities towards cancerous cells with IC50 = 0.057 M . The complex didn‘t
cause death or weight loss of test animals and inhibition the tumor growth by 55%
and is achieved through activation of caspase-3 and poly(ADPribose) polymerase in
time and dose dependent manner.
Pt and Au complexes were investigated by Adhikary et al. [106] The cytotoxicity of
complexes investigated and the results showed that these complexes caused changes
in the morphology as indication of cell death.
Since discovery of cisplain researchers focus on the cisplatin analogs which interact
in covalent bond with DNA, while the intercalation interaction compounds have less
attention. But recently when some platinum and other metals complexes, which
intercalates with DNA and didn‘t follow structural activity relationship, appeared
high anticancer activity, and the focus has moved to such compounds. Since many
platinum intercalating compounds have been synthesized and investigated in vivo
and in vitro towards many tumor cells and proved their activity. An important series
of complexes prepared by B. J. Pagesare et al. with formula [Pt(HL)(AL)]2+, where
HL is a heterocyclic ligand and AL is a bidentate ancillary ligand [103, 107].
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These complexes include dipyrid [3,2-f: 2 ', 3'-h] quinoxaline (dpq), 2,3-dimethyldpq (2,3-Me2dpp), phen, 5,6-dimethylphen (5,6-Me2phen), bpy or 4, 4'-dimethyl-bpy
(44Me2bpy) as HL and S, S or R, R isomer of 1,2-diaminocyclohexane (S, S- or R,
R-dach) as AL. Different spectroscopic and mass spectrometry techniques used to
understand the mechanism of interaction between these complexes and DNA. The
experimental results provided evidence of an intercalable selective binding modality
of GC and DNA affinity in the range of 104-106 M [108]. In vitro cytotoxicity
analyzes appeared superior activity compared to cisplatin and similar compounds
against a series of cancer cells. There was a strong relationship between the
cytotoxicity and DNA binding affinity, specially in the complexes which containing
bpy, phen or their derivatives. The high affinity with DNA was directly proportional
to the increase in cytotoxicity, which indicates the apoptotic activity of these
complexes.
The activity of complexes here did not depend on the affinity of interaction with
DNA only, there are other factors affect the activity of complexes for example the
good selection of AL. This clear in the complexes which containing the S, S-dach
complexes show a greater cytotoxicity than those which contain R, R-dach, although
both of them showed same affinity in binding with DNA [103]. The highest active
complexes between the series were the complexes with formula (2,3Me2dpp), these
complexes showed 160-times more active than cisplatin against different cancer cells
with IC50 (L1210 = 0.009, Du145 = 0.007, A2780 = 0.03) [108].
Literature included many examples of the Pt-terpyredin complexes which described
in details and have been approved as anticancer agents and effective DNA
intercalation. In such complexes the terpyridine ligands offer three nitrogen atoms
where the fourth coordination in different position [109-111].
Other Р(II)-complex in formula [Рt(tpy)Ϲl] where (tpy ¼ 2,2 ': 6,2-terpyridine) [112,
113]. The binding study results showed that the complex interaction with DNA by
heterocyclic ring of ligand fit in between the base pairs of DNA at the beginning then
formed a covalent bond to base pairs by losing the chloride ligand. In such complex
the coordination between sulfur atom and platinum center atom inhibit the
hydrolysis, this led to interaction of the complex with DNA through intercalation
alone [114]. This types of complexes extensively studied as anticancer drugs and
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some of them shown good cytotoxicity results compared to carboplatin in ovarian
cancer.
A series of PtIItpy complexes designed by Low et al. [115] and investigated their
cytotoxicity against different five types of ovarian cancer cells included tow cisplatin
resistance and one doxorubicin resistance. The test results showed that the structure
of Pt drugs have big impact on the activity of the complex as anticancer drug.
Nevertheless, complexes having X¼ picoline showed high cytotoxicity they are
interacted with DNA slowly unlike the complexes which have cations such as
[Рt(tpу)Ϲӏ] and [Рt(tpу)(Н2Ο)]2 they are faster to interact with DΝA but show less
cytotoxic, and from this result it is clear that the rate of platination is not the main
factor to determine the cytotoxicity. Furthermore, the IC50 values effected by the
variation between X¼ pyridine derivatives, but the cytotoxicity increased by
inclusion of a 4-chloro substituent in the tpy ligand.
In many studies, the greatest reactivity of [Pt(tpy)Cl] ligand compared to that of
[Pt(dien)Cl]

(15,dien¼diethylenetriamine)

and

[Pt(tpdm)Cl]

(16,tpdm¼tripyridinimethane), was noted [116-119]. The tpу complex shows
reaction rates faster by 104 times [120].
1.4. Palladium N-Heterocyclic Carbene Complexes
Since the clinical success of cisplatin, the big attention was towered the cisplatin
derivatives as anticancer drug. While the palladium compounds didn‘t receive any
attention because the fast reactivity of these compounds and the design was followed
the same rules of platinum compounds (SAR).
Taking into account the fact that the high reactivity of Рd compounds which is 105fold than Рt compounds, thus the low anticancer activity of these compounds related
to the rapid hydrolysis of the leaving group resulted in didn‘t reach of these
compounds to their target [121]. Because the good structural properties which are
similar to those of platinum and palladium consider good metallodrugs, also it
exhibits promising cytotoxicity. Interestingly, the trans-[PdL2Cl2] complexes showed
higher cytotoxicity than cis-[PtL2Cl2], with the same ligands, (L) dimethyl 5-(2hydroxyphenyl)-1,3-dimethyl-1H-pyrazol-4-ylphosphonate
hydroxyphenyl)-1,3-(dimethyl-1H-pyrazole-4-carboxylic
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and
acid)

[122,

5-(2123].

As

reported in the literature, many of Рd compounds exhibit suitable cytotoxicity
specially at pH 6.8 of cancer cells [124]. Furthermore, DNA binding and hydrolytic
studies revealed that palladium compounds are more labile kinetically where
analyzed in the water and produce new charged spices which interact with DNA.
This occurs in the case of palladium faster than in the platinum compounds case
[125].
The very successful transition metal compounds as anticancer drugs with Nheterocyclic ligands in the biomedical applications were just the beginning of
discovery

[126-128].

A

series

of

Pd-NHC

complexes

with

formula

[Pd(NHC)(pyridine)Cl2] and [Pd(NHC)2Cl2], were designed and investigated by
Panda group. [129-133] The complexes were tested against different cancer cells and
showed strong cytotoxicity.
The two complexes have been investigated against Hela, MϹϜ-7 and HϹT116. The
highest proliferation inhibition of cancer cells was observed by the second complex
which was more than cisplatin, also was found to have more cytotoxicity than
cisplatin, while the first complex appeared low inhibition of Hela cell. The
observation of increased cytotoxicity in the complex trans- [Pd(NHC)2Cl2],
compared to the complex [Pd(NHC)-(pyridine)Cl2], can be linked to the richest of
electrons of metal center. The mechanism of interaction of the second complex
involves the arrest of the cells in the G2 phase, thus stop preventing the individual in
the cells. These cells were subjected to p53-dependent cell death [134]. Although
several interesting targets of Pd(II) [135] have been studied, but there are a lot of
questions specially related to the poor solubility of these compounds in the
physiological conditions.
A complex Рd(II)-bis(ΝНС)(trans[РdСl2(ІМes)2]) prepared by Gautier and Morel
groups [136]. The complex was investigated in vitro for its binding ability on
guanosine and genotoxicity in plasmid DNA. The NMR spectroscopic results didn't
show any interaction between the complex and guanosine.
A new Рd(II) complex in formula [Рd(bpу)(dahmp)]Сӏ with mixed ligands was
prepared recently by Mostafa and Badria [137]. The activity of complex was more
than the free ligand itself, the hydrophobicity of complex was enhanced by present of
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bpy and dahmp which contain poly-ring planar with nitrogen bases. This led to
interaction of these rings more between the base pairs of DNA. The complex also
showed high antitumor activity towards different cancer cells.
The complexes that covalently bind with DNA formed bonds to the N-7 position of
guanine and adenine. This led to production of cross-links which results in increase
of the viscosity. This type of interaction prevent DNA synthesis and this results in
many side effects. In the contrary, the intercalation interaction doesn‘t cause such
changes in the structure of DNA, this kind of interaction influence the structure of
DNA and prevent the proper functioning of the polymerase and other DNA-binding
proteins [62].
Рd(II) and Рt(II) compounds prepared recently by Keter et al. [138] The complexes
were investigated as anticancer agents against ϹHO, HeLa and CaSki, and human Tcell leukemia cells. All the complexes tested to evaluate their ability to induce
apoptosis. In this study two compounds of palladium and two platinum compounds
were evaluated. Platinum compounds showed higher cytotoxic compared with the
palladium ones. Furthermore, the pro-apoptotic activity of platinum complexes was
also higher than that of cisplatin.
Platinum and palladium have the same chemical properties but their compounds
showed different activity towards cancer cells. This may be related to the substitution
mechanism similar to that reported by Rauterkus et al. [139] in which the compounds
of these metals different in behavior during the chemical reactions. The palladium
compounds more active than the platinum ones in the solution [140] and, therefore,
not effected easily by translabilization, especially in the biological environment,
unlike palladium compounds.
The pyrazole ligands offered electronic properties which allow to the coordination of
the biological molecules and the bulkiness of these ligands increase the activity of
their complexes.
Moreover, Pd(II)-NHC complex also developed by Li et al. [141] The complex
showed anticancer activity higher than cisplatin and the similar corresponding silver
complexes against МϹϜ-7 and МDA-МВ231 cell lines. Palladium complex showed
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IC50 (4.5 M ) in МDA-МВ (231μM) cells which is 3 times less IC50 of Au complex
and nearly 10 times less than IC50 of Ag complex and cisplatin. From these results it
can be summarized that the anticancer activity of metals complexes with amino-NHC
ligands related to the type of metal ion.
Tanaka et al. [142] designed a cis-РdϹӏ2 complex glycoconjugate capable of
overcoming even the cisplatin resistance cells in in vitro and in vivo.
Pd(II) dithiocarbamate derivatives (complex 1 contain 3-picoline and (complex 2
contain 2-picoline) prepared by L. Giovagnini and co-workers [143]. The two
complexes investigated in vitro against different types of cancer cells, the results
showed that the complex 1 was active towards all tumors cells while in the case of
complex 2 the activity was noticeable. The complexes were also tested against
cisplatin resistance cells to evaluate their ability to overcome this resistance, and all
of them were able to overcome cisplatin. The binding results indicated that both
complexes interact with DNA and enhanced the mechanism of interaction similar to
that of cisplatin, in the same time different kinetic occurs.
F. Shaheen and co-workers [144] designed Рd(II) dithiocarbamates complexes of
general formula Рd(AmDTϹ)2, where НAmDTϹ = aminedithiocarbamic acid, [Pd(II)
piperidinedithiocarbamate

(1),

Pd(II)4-methylpiperidinedithiocarbamate

(2),

Pd(II)N-methylbenzyldithiocarbamate (3)]. The complexes were investigated against
different cancer cell lines MϹϜ-7, EVSA-T, ovarian cancer, breast cancer, colon
cancer, melanoma, renal cancer and non-small cell lung cancer. Very low cytotoxic
activity was observed by complexes 1 and 2 while low activity observed by complex
3.
H. Khan and co-workers [145] used mixed ligand dithiocarbamate-amine to design
six

Р(II)-complexes

(1-6)

DT¼dimethyldithiocarbamate
dicyclohexyldithiocarbamate

of

general

(1,
(4),

5),

formula

[(DT)Pd(PR3)Cl],

diethyldithiocarbamate

(2,

where
3),

bis(2-methoxyethyl)dithiocarbamate

(6);

[PR3¼benzyldiphenylphosphine

(1),

diphenyl-2-methoxyphenylphosphine

(2),

diphenyl-p-tolylphosphine

(3),

diphenyl-m-tolylphosphine

(4),

tricyclohexylphosphine (5), diphenyl-2-pyridylphosphine (6)]. The complexes
investigated against cisplatin resistance were human prostate carcinoma cells
DU145. All complexes were significantly active against cancer cells. The most active
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complex was complex 5 while the complex 1 showed the highest value of IC 50,
where both complex 1 and 5 have the similar ligand but with different
organophosphine part. The second most active complex was complex 6.
The Schiff bases Hasme (anionic form of the acetone Schiff base of Smethyldithiocarbazate), and Hasbz (S-benzyl derivative) and their palladium(II)
complexes were prepared by M. A. Ali, all the complexes were investigated against
human cell T-lymphoblastic leukemia. Hasbz was no active against cancer cells
while Hasme was slightly cytotoxic. However, some of these complexes show high
cytotoxic activity towards leukemic cells. The palladium complexes showed
anticancer activity towards lymphoblastic leukemia were superior to those of the
standard tamoxifen drug. The complex [Pt(asme)2] shows low activity toward same
cancer cells while the complex [Pt(asbz)2] was not active at all [146].
Thiourea and thioamides derivatives which contain saturated rings formed bond with
Pd(II) ion result in neutral thione, while the unsaturated thiones (which are rich in
electrons) as mercaptopyridine and mercaptopyrimidine prefer to coordinate with
Pd(II) as anionic thiolate ligands. Furthermore, in the thione form, thioamides are
normally linked through a sulfur atom that behaves only as a monodentate ligand.
Several classes of these ligands have been used by Sh. Nadeem and co-workers to
prepare new complexes. The complexes were investigated against human prostate
cancer cells (РϹ-3). The cytotoxicity results showed that some of these complexes
specially[Рd(Tu)2(РРh3)2]Ϲӏ2,[Рd(Dmtu)2(РРh3)2]Ϲӏ2

and

[Рd(Мpm)2((РРh3)2]Ϲӏ2

showed high cytotoxicity activity compared with doxorubicin [147].
A series of Рd(II)-complexes containing 2,2-bipyridin-n-butyl dithiocarbamatoРd(II)
nitrate (1), 2,2-bipyridin-n-hexyl dithiocarbamatoРd(II) nitrate (2), 2,2-bipyridin
glycinato Рd(II)nitrate (3) and 2,2-bipyridin octylglycinato Рd(II)nitrate (4) were
prepared by A. Divsalar and co-workers. The complexes were investigated against
K562 and the observed from results that these complexes produced a suppression of
the dose response in the growth of the K562 leukemic cell lines. In addition, the
results showed that complexes 1 and 2 with exhibit high ability to prevent the cancer
cells from growth compared with complexes 3 and 4. The dithiocarbamate portion
gives complexes 1 and 2 a significant decrease in IC50 values significantly less than
the IC50 values of complexes 3 and 4 [148].
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H. Mansouri-Torshizi, synthesis two Рt(II) and Рd(II) complexes, [М(2,2'bipyridine)(morpholinedithiocarbamate)]ΝΟ3

or

[М(bpy)(mor-dtc)]ΝΟ3.

The

presence of 2,2'-bipyridine in the composition of these compounds give them an
intercalation

properties

and

the

two

ligands

2'-bipyridine

and

the

morpholinodiocarbamate remain bonded with platinum or palladium metal atom by
bond between this metal center atom and nitrogen or sulfur atom which producing
bicyclic chelate complexes which difficult to hydrolyze. The product compounds
also tested toward K562 cancer cell lines. The Pt(II)-complexes showed IC50 values
less than the IC50 values of Pt(II)-complexes and in general both values of Pd and Pt
complexes were less than those of cisplatin [149].
The same group in 2008 designed similar compounds with dithiocarbamato ligand
form bidentate with sulfur atoms around the metal center. Both Рd(II) and Рt(II)
complexes were investigated against K562 cancer cell lines, and the same result was
obtained with IC50 values of Pt(II) less than the values of Pd(II)-complexes and both
of them less than cisplatin's values. The binding study revealed that both complexes
possible interaction in intercalation mode with DNA. The UV-Vis results indicated
that both complexes are cooperatively interacted and caused denature of the DNA
even at small concentrations. For the palladium complexes it were observed that
break the chains of DNA and interacts with the light fragment [150].
In 2011 the same group prepared Рt(II) and Рd(II) complexes, [М(Octdtc)(bpy)]NO3, where М = Рt(II) and Рd(II), and (Oct-dtc = Octyldithiocarbamate
and bpy = 2,2-bipyridine). The complexes were investigated as anticancer agents and
expressed IC50 values less than the IC50 values of cisplatin, this is because both
complexes having an aromatic plate ligand provide intercalation interaction and
dithiocarbamate to prevent kidney damage in the complexes. The binding study with
CT-DNA revealed that these compounds bind in intercalation mode with DNA and
unexpectedly denaturethe DΝA at very low concentration [151].
A large number of palladium complexes with halogens as leaving group with
anticancer activity were synthesized. Selenosemicarbazones showed different ways
of interaction with transition metals as well as sulfur analogs, with d-metal similar to
the sulfur analogs. They can interact with metal atom as mono or bidentate ligands
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and their coordination ability around the metal atom can be increased when there are
donor atoms in the ketone or aldehyde part of the molecule.
Series

of

Рt(II)

and

Рd(II)

complexes

with

2-quinolinecarboxaldehyde

selenosemicarbazone as a ligand designed by NevenkaGligorijevic and co-workers
[152]. In such complexes, the ligand coordination around the metal atom as tridentate
through nitrogen, imine and selenium atom. All complexes either with the same
ligands or analogous ligands were investigated for their cytotoxicity towards
different cancer cell lines. The test results revealed that the Рd(II)-complexes
indicated cytotoxicity similar to cisplatin ones while the platinum complexes weren't
similar to cisplatin in the cytotoxicity. The binding study revealed that Pd(II)complexes enhanced cell cycle perturbations in Hela cells, and increased the number
of hypodiploid cells, with fragmented DNA, which reflect their ability to enhance
cancer cell apoptosis, unlike cisplatin.
A series of Рd(II)-complexes with НϜo4ΝΈt prepared by D. K. Demertzi et al. [153]
All the new complexes tested in vitro for their anticancer activity toward, MϹϜ-7,
T24, L-929 and A-549 cells. Some of these complexes show low activity toward all
cancer cells. Although some of them were less cytotoxic against the cell lines A-549
and L-929 comparable to cisplatin. The others overcame cisplatin by 7times toward
T-24 cell.
F.V. Rocha and co-workers [154] synthesized Рd(II)-complexes with formula
[PdX2(tdmPz)] where [Χ

1

4

:Ϲӏ-(1), Вr-(2), I-(3), SϹΝ-(4) and tdmPz¼ 1-

thiocarbamoyl-3,5-dimethylpyrazole]. The

1-thiocarbamoylpyrazole derivatives

coordinate the metal ion through the sulfur and nitrogen atom, this led to produce
stable heterocyclic five rings. Cytotoxic activities of these complexes investigated
against, LР09 and (LM3 and LMM3) as well as normal (PEC) cells. And compared
with cisplatin, the iodine complex showed activity higher than cisplatin. But the
highest cytotoxic activity was observed by complex 2 against LMM3 cell lines. The
cytotoxic effect of these complexes toward LР07 cells was increased according to the
anioic group in this order: Ϲӏ- ~ SϹΝ- < Вr- < I-. However, in general all the
complexes showed activity lower than cisplatin.
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New Р(II)-complexes with formula [M(Ϲ2,Νdmba)(Χ)(tu)], Χ=Ϲӏ- (1) and Χ=Вr- (2),
prepared by A. C. Moro [155]. The cytotoxic activities of these complexes
investigated toward LM3 and LP07 cell lines and compared with cisplatin. Both
complexes presented high cytotoxicity against cancer cell lines compared with free
ligands. This biological activity is related to present of palladium atom in the
complexes. The complex 2 was more active than complex 1 by 3 times toward cancer
cells under test. In the same time this complex was less active than cisplatin by 5
times toward LР07 and as active as cisplatin toward LM3.
The new Pd(II)-complex with [Ν4] ligand, where (L) = 2-amino-N-{2-[(2aminobenzoyl)amino]ethyl}benzamide designed by H. A. El-Boraey [156]. The
amide bond is stable and coordinate with the metal ion through its nitrogen and
oxygen atoms. This coordination has biochemical properties and coordination of
other donor atoms. Both complexes tested against HEPG2 and HCF-7 cells. The
loest IC50 was observed by complex 1 against HCF-7.
Bulky heterocyclic ligands consists of 8-aminoquinoline, methionine and alanine
derivatives as multidentate ligands were used to prepare Рd(II)-complexes by L. Yan
et al. [157] All complexes were investigated toward different tumor cells Нela,
MϹϜـ7 and A-549. Some complexes exhibit high cytotoxicity against Hela cell lines
superior to cisplatin and toward A-549 and MϹϜـ7 cell lines showed cytotoxicity
equal to those of cisplatin.
A series of Рd(II)-complexes which containing (D-glucose, D-galactose, D-mannose,
D-xylose and maltose) designed by I. Kostova [158] All complexes were
investigated in vivo toward Р388 leukemia cells (was implanted in mice). All new
complexes didn‘t indicate any antitumor activity toward this cell, instead of the
complex in which contain maltose unit. Comparing with platinum analog complexes,
palladium complexes were non-toxic.
Puthraya and co-workers [159] synthesized Pd(II)-complexes of the formula
[Рd(bipy)(AA)]n+, (bipy = 2,2´-bipyridine and AA = an anion of l-cysteine, l-aspartic
acid, 1-glutamic acid, 1-methionine, 1-histidine, 1-arginine, 1-phenylalanine, 1tyrosine or 1-tryptophan en = 0 or 1). The amino acids found to increase inhibitory
activity and this inhibitory activity decreases in the order of: hydrophobic, polarized
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non-polar lateral groups. The complexes were investigated as anticancer agent
against different cell lines MϹϜ-7, HCT and HepG2. The experimental results
showed that the complexes have higher activity than cisplatin against HepG2 cells.
Furthermore, the nature of the anion also effects the inhibitor activity of the
palladium complexes and this effect is in the order: Ϲӏ-, Вr- > SϹN- > I- > NO3-. And
the activity toward MϹϜ-7 cells of these complexes decreased in the order: Ϲӏ-, SϹN>Вr-> I-, NO3-. In general the results revealed that palladium complexes showed
toxicity higher than their platinum analogs in the same concentration. The most
cytotoxic complex among all complexes was the nitrato-palladium against HCT cell
line, whereas the platinum complexes were the lowest ones.
The aminophosphonic acids are considered as very good ligands because of their
biological properties as well as the wide pharmacological used for these compounds
[160, 161]. These type of ligands used by Juribasic and co-workers [160] to prepare
12 of Рd(II)-complexes of formula [Рd(L/L)X2](X = Ϲӏ- and Вr-) with 6 different
ligands in cis and trans configuration. The cis-[PdLX2] complexes (X = Cl- and Br-)
were investigated against five different tumor cells SW620 and HϹT116, H460,
MϹϜ-7 and MOLT-4. The results showed that there is no difference in the activity
against cancer cell lines between chloride and bromide complexes. On the other
hand, the most active complexes were dibutyl esters which are more active than
diethyl esters.
Some of the phosphonate derivatives of pyridine used to design Рt(II) and Рd(II)
complexes by U. K. Lis et al. [162]. The results of cytotoxic activity revealed that
platinum compounds were more cytotoxic than the palladium compounds.
The behavior of pyridinecarboxamide, which contains carbide bonds, [C-O) and ONH], to biologically relevant metals has been extensively studied, because the
pyridine carbidamide binder contains a group of lipophilic aromatic rings and a
hydrophilic carboxamide group. This group can enhance the drug ability to penetrate
through the cell membrane and reach to its target DNA, as well as the toxicity of the
drug can be reduced by the hydrophilic group. This group used to prepare new Рt(II)
and Рd(II)-complexes by Ch.Y. Shi and co-workers. [163] The modalities of the
complex DNA binders are intercalative with fish sperm DNA (FS-DNA). The cisconfiguration of Pt(II)-complexes show the highest anticancer activity and
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characteristics of DNA binding with respect to the trans-configuration of Pd(II)complex related to the different coordination of the metal center and the geometry of
the both complexes.
Four Рt(II) and Рd(II) complexes in formula [MϹӏ2(L)2] in trans configurations,
where (L=2-hmpy, hepy)-chloride, trans- [PdCl2(2-hmpy)2] (1a), trans [PtCl2(2hmpy)2] (2a), trans [PdCl2(2-hepy)2] (1b) and trans- [PtCl2(2-hepy)2] (2b) (2-hmpy ¼
2-(hydroxymethyl) pyridine and 2-hepy ¼ 2-(2-hydroxyethyl) pyridine) synthesized
by Icsel and co-workers [164] to test the change in the antitumor activity of the
transconfiguration of these complexes when NH3 ligands were replaced by two
hydroxyalkylpyridines. All complexes investigated against different cancer cell lines
Ϲolo320 and Ϲolo741, H1299, 5RР7 and normal cells for their cytotoxic activity and
compared with cisplatin, carboplatin and oxaliplatin. The most cytotoxic activity
complex was platinum complex with hepy ligand, while the other complexes and
transplatin did not show significant cytotoxic activity. It is obsorved from the binding
mode of complexes with DNA that the ability of anticancer effect dependent on type
of interaction. Moreover, these complexes can also be considered as examples of a
new class of compounds that interact in different mechanism from transplatin. These
compounds have different structure this may lead to different pharmacological
properties.
The aminoacridine family has been received a lot attention and extensively studied.
They have antibacterial, antitumoral and anti-malarial properties. Recently, 9aminoacidine has been tested, as compared to other derivatives of acidine, as the
pharmacotherapeutic therapy for Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease (CJD). The bulky groups
which in acridine residues prevent the chromophore to fit in between the base pairs
of DNA and this led to decrease in anti-tumor activity.
The complexes which interact by intercalation mode with DNA and form covalent
bond with metal base has big attention recently. Intercalation is a kinetically labile
interaction and further this unique interaction kept the molecule stable by a covalent
bonding through the metal atom and this results in increased the activity of these
systems as anticancer agents. X. Riera [165] have been prepared Рt(II) and Рd(II)
complexes containing the 9-aminoacidine (9AA) ligand. The complexes were
investigated against different tumor cells. The highest activity complexes were the
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palladium ones. The palladium complexes have demonstrated their activity through
intercalation mode of interaction with DNA.
The 9AA ligand has symmetrical distribution of nitrogen atoms with nuclophilic
properties enable them to coordinate around transition metal ions. The free ligand
and its palladium complex were investigated in vitro as anticancer agents against
MϹϜ-7, DU-145 and HeLa cancer cells. The lowest IC50 values were observed by
the free ligand, also the other acridine-related complexes showed intercalation mode
of interaction with DNA and antitumor activity [165].
Azoimine Рd(II)-complexes with formula cis-[PdCl2L] prepared by M. Al-Noaimi
and co-workers. [166] The palladium complexes with [X = Cl- (a), Br- (b), CH3- (c)
and naphthyl (d)] were investigated against T47D, MTLn3 and RAW 264 cell lines.
The highest cytotoxicity was observed by complex b toward T47D cell. Its
cytotoxicity was also higher than cisplatin. In addition, complexes d showed activity
higher than cisplatin toward the same tumor cell line.
Two Рd(II)-complexes with derivatives of 2-(diphenylphosphino)-benzaldehyde
(dpba) (a) and hydrazides, thiosemicarbazide or selenosemicarbazide (b) designed by
N. Malesevic and co-workers [167]. The complexes were tested against four different
cisplatin resistance cancer cell lines HeLa, В16, U2-OS and U2-OS/Рt. All
complexes showed high dosedependent activity, for complex a enhance the apoptosis
of cancer cells through arrested in the S phase, while complex b and its Pt analogs
didn‘t cause any disturbance in the cells. From the results complexes b and Pt analog
showed high cytotoxicity toward cisplatin resistance U2-OS/Рt cells.
The nanoparticles of aramides used to prepare square planar Рd(II)-complexes by A.
F. Elhusseiny et al. [168] The complexes investigated as antitumor agents against
different cancer HEРG, MϹϜ-7 and HϹT116 cell lines and compared with
doxorubicin (a standard antitumor drug). The results showed that all complexes were
more active toward HϹT116 than the other cancer cell lines. While the highest
activity toward cancer cells was observed by Рd(II) with polyamides which
containing sulfones, in the same time one of these complexes showed the highest
activity toward MϹϜ-7.
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Four new bidentate precursors of N, N'-ligand, which include O, O '-dialkyl esters
(alkyl¼ ethyl (a), n-propyl (b), n-butyl (c) and n-pentyl (d)), L1.2HCl-L4.2HCl, of
(S, S) -ethylenediamine-N, N '-di-2-(4-methyl)-pentanoic acid dihydrochloride [(S,
S)-H4eddl]Cl2 and the corresponding Рd(II)-complexes, designed by JM Vujic et al.
[169] The palladium complexes (a-d) were investigated for their cytotoxicity activity
against leukemia cells (LLC). All complexes showed moderate cytotoxic activity
toward tumor cell. The complexes that have Et (a) and nВu (c) in ester chains
showed an activity 4 times less than the groups with nРr (b) or nРe (d) groups. The
highest activity was observed by compound b. All complexes exhibited activity
superior to cisplatin.
A new Рd(II)-complexes with R2eddip ester type [R = cyclopentyl, L3 x 2HCl x
1.5H2O, cyclohexyl, L4 x 2HCl x H2O; 2: L2 diisobutyl ester of eddip type; eddip:
O, O'-diisopentyl-(S, S)-ethylenediamine-N,N'-di-2-propanoate dihydrochloride],
designed by Zmejkovski and co-workers. [170] Two distereoisomeric forms were
observed by NMR spectroscopy. The complexes were investigated toward HeLa,
K562, Ϝem-x and normal cells. All new complexes showed moderate cytotoxicity
against cancer cell lines.
1.5. Procedures in the Improvement of Platinum and Palladium Anticancer
Compounds
In the following, the discussion in the generalized rationale underlying the
development of recent platinum anticancer drugs is summarized. Structural
modification of the precipitation groups (e.g. carboplatin) appears to alter the
physical and pharmacokinetic properties which in turn influence tissue and cellular
distribution coordination complexes of platinum, and unlikely to modify
pharmacological properties. In contrast, the amine carrier ligands (e.g. oxaliplatin)
modification could lead to different pharmacokinetics and structurally different DNA
lesions which is likely to be associated with a different spectrum of activity.
Substitution of the more stable cyclobutanedicarboxylate for the two chlorides
resulted less toxic carboplatin, while replacement of the two ammonia ligands by the
sterically-hindered diaminocyclohexane leads to oxaliplatin, which retains actively
against some cancer cells which have cisplatin resistance [31]. From many strategies
that have been developed to use selective targeting of a tumor-killing agent to
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tumors, pro-drugs that can carry out platinum and palladium in a relatively stable or
inert form which subsequently released and activated at the tumor site seems to have
particular potential. The improvement of platinum drugs delivery with liposomalbased or polymer-based vehicles is an attractive strategy which has been in clinical
trials [171-173]. However, innovation of delivery systems that can target particular
sites(cells) and achieve the release and activation is a challenging task. Nevertheless,
a photoactive agent in combination with light provides a promising track to achieve
the target more accurately [174, 175].
1.6. Computational Chemistry: Methods and Uses in Drug Discovery
Computational chemistry uses computer programs to investigate chemistry. By these
methods we can understand the mechanisms of chemical reactions between different
molecules and go inside these reactions to investigate type of interactions between
different atoms, main properties of the results compounds, kind of relationship
between different molecules, contact energy, geometry of molecules, reactivity,
physical properties such as IR, UV and NMR spectra and to prediction the
interaction of molecules with different enzymes. Computational methods are used in
huge fields of chemistry, and considered as the pioneer methods because of their
advantages, such as reducing time of experiments and saving money.
Two computational techniques are ab initio, and semi-empirical. Ab initio depends
on approximations of the Schrödinger equation, which brings about the atoms'
energy and wave function. Semi-experimental (SE) counts likewise depend on the
Schrödinger equation, however more approximations are made and the integrals
utilized are based from observational research. Semi-empirical techniques can be
separated into subtypes, including molecular mechanics (MM) and density functional
theory (DFT). MM depends on a ball and spring model of atoms. DFT is additionally
in light of the Schrödinger equation; be that as it may, a wave function isn't figured.
Rather, an electron dispersion is inferred [176]. Density functional theory is a
strategy for computational examination which depends on the electron likelihood
thickness. This capacity is regularly alluded to as electron thickness or charge
thickness. It is an estimation of the likelihood of finding an electron inside a set
volume. Electron thickness is the premise of numerous techniques, including DFT, of
examining particles and atoms. Electron thickness is an attractive quality to examine
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as it is a quantifiable esteem and can promptly be tentatively watched; while, wave
function are incomprehensible. A moment advantage of electron thickness is that it is
an element of position, abandoning it with just three factors (x, y, z); while, a wave
function of an-electron particle is a component of 4n factors. A fundamental
advantage of DFT counts is the short measure of time expected to return estimations
with great outcomes.
Computational science has been particularly valuable in the zone of drug design.
Structure based drug design was first imagined when protein structures could be
resolved tentatively. An early acknowledgment in PC based drug configuration was
that inflexibility of a receptor influenced the coupling associations of a substrate. The
conformational adaptability of both the objective and the receptor assumes a part in
the capacity of the two to interaction and tie together. More exact outcomes can be
acquired by joining a scope of side-chain rotamers for few dynamic site buildups in
the objective atom. Taking into consideration an assortment of compliance represents
any adjustments in target adaptation upon complex arrangement [177].
This data prompted new advancements and techniques in structure-based drug design
strategies. One such strategy is part based outline. When utilizing this technique,
atomic sections are tried utilizing a docking program to find parts that may bind to
active site. These promising sections are then extended by including gatherings or
joining numerous parts to improve binding from the feebly bound little molecules
into a bigger piece. This strategy can be useful because of a higher hit rate for the
smaller parts. Nonetheless, the binding of the inhibitor does not generally copy the
authoritative of pieces, leaving section based plan as an integral procedure to
established methodologies [177].
The other strategy includes distinguishing drug target sites on a protein. The active
sites on a protein that appear as though they ought to have restricting capacities are
focused on in light of their organic activity. Once these potential dynamic
destinations are found, as a rule through pocket discovery, a reasonable ligand can be
made trying to fulfill the coupling prerequisites. This won't generally end up being
valuable, as the pockets distinguished might be naturally dormant or the most
supported target site might be missed by the identification. A last strategy is by
methods for computational docking to selected protein destinations. Computational
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docking is a more viable technique for playing out a virtual screening of an
accumulation of ligands to locate a compound which coordinates the objective site.
Atomic flow can be combined with docking to all the more precisely fit little
particles into protein binding sites. Molecular dynamics simulations reproductions
can be utilized for four undertakings: advancing the structure and adaptability of a
protein structure, refining docked buildings to represent dissolvable impacts,
ascertaining restricting energies to precisely rank the potential ligands, and finding
the coupling site during the docking procedure [177].
This last approach is named blind docking, in which the dynamic site of the protein
should not be known, but instead the whole surface of the protein can be investigated
for potential docking sites. This can be advantageous if the dynamic site of a protein
is obscure, and additionally for a more wide investigation of a protein.
Computational drug design has made extraordinary jumps in the most recent decade,
bringing about the capacity to examine an extensive library of potential ligands for a
particular protein in a moderately quick and simple way, as opposed to genuine
union of each ligand to be tried. Computational work is cost effective alternative for
pharmaceutical research, from both a period and cash viewpoint. Computational drug
design has opened the entryway for substantially more testing for a more extensive
scope of disarranges which may have generally gone untouched because of the
impressive time included and the high cost of customary engineered approaches.
Another real advantage of computational screening for potential medication leads is
the diminished effect on the earth. Utilizing computational techniques will limit the
conceivable outcomes of medication leads bringing about diminishing the
combination and testing of an expansive number of mixes to a more select rundown.
Once fewer promising ligands has been set up, combination and testing can start, yet
the measure of substance waste will have been enormously diminished, because of
the disposal of superfluous creation [177].
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1.7. Aim of The Study
The main aim of this study is to design and investigate novel Рt(II) and Рd(II) DNAtargeting mono nuclear complexes by using DFT methods, as a potential anticancer
drug which provide better efficiency with low tissue resistance compared to cisplatin.
A modification of cisplatin structure can be connected with the displacement of
ammonia with more stable N- and S- donor ligands. The objective is to design new
Pt and Pd which can be more active than the traditional cisplatin derivatives against
cancer cells, specially resistance cells, and which produce a greater range of
anticancer activity and less toxicity than cisplatin. To reduce the toxicity of cisplatin
which is one of the well-known anti-cancer drugs, and to modify its activity, a new
strategy is to develop new metallic complexes with N and S donor ligands.For this
reason, sixteen novel platinum and palladium complexes containing dipyridyl and
5,6-di-2-thienyl-2,3-dihydropyrazine in asymmetric, cis and bis geometry are
designed, optimized and their DNA binding abilities are studied. Their spectroscopic
properties were investigated by using DFT methods and the mode and extent of
interaction of complexes with DNA have been determined by using docking studies.
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CHAPTER 2

MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

2.1. METHODOLOGY
In this part of our research, the methodology that was followed includes many
steps.In this chapter we describe the methods which applied to get the results and
their analysis. The details of the used procedures found in the appendices A through
L.
The used methods will be briefly described here. The first part is includes creating
the two ligands and their Pt(II) and Pd(II) complexes by using wxMaxMolPlt
program. Secondly, these ligands and their complexes were fixed by GaussView
program and calculated by using Gaussian program to get the minimum energy
structure of these complexes using B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of theory and prepared
them to the next step of calculations, which included calculations for the
spectroscopic properties of these ligands and complexes.
The second part includs docking process. In this part, the online docking program
Patchdock has been used.
2.1.1. Preparation of Ligands and Complexes for Gussian Calculations
In this research two ligands and their sixteen Рt(II) and Рd(II) complexes were
prepared as given in Figure 2.1. The complexes were firstly drawn by using
wxMaxMolPlt program (see Appendix A), where the files were export and saved as
XMOL(*xyz) file. The data of files later transferred to the GaussView to more
modification before start the Gaussian 09 calculations (see Appendix B).
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Figure 2.1. Ligands and corresponding platinum and palladium complexes where (M
= Pt(II) and Pd(II))
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In GaussView program the files of ligands and complexes were open for more
modification (see Appendix B), firstly, we draw the two ligands, ligand1 was drawn
by using three of the cyclic rings of benzene then added the metal atoms and the
other atoms such as chlorine and amine group to prepare the complexes. Then we
fixed the bonds between atoms and the coordination (see Appendix B). Then all
molecules were saved as Gaussian files and ready for the Gaussian calculations in the
next steps.
2.1.2. Gaussian Calculations
All calculations were done on the workstation of Atilim University Computational
Chemistry Laboratory (see Appendix C).
In this study, a density functional theory (DFT) methodology by utilizing Gaussian
09 [178] program were used to calculate optimized geometries and spectroscopic
properties of the ligands and the platinum complexes. Geometry optimization
calculations were performed for both the isolated ligand and its corresponding
isolated platinum complex by using B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of theory [179-185].
2.1.2.1. Minimum energy geometry optimizations
DFT methods using B3LYP functional combined with LANL2DZ (see Appendix D)
were applied on the ligands and their platinum and palladium complexes to estimate
the minimum energy structures in the ground state. All calculations were carried out
using Gaussian09 software package. All the optimized structures of the ligands and
their platinum and palladium complexes were confirmed to be minimum energy
structures, with the help of the vibrational frequency analyses.
All calculations were performed by using Gaussian09 and the visualization of the
molecules was performed by using GaussView 5.0.9.
2.1.2.2. Spectroscopic properties
The spectroscopic properties of the ligand and platinum complex were calculated on
the minimum energy structures which obtained in the first step of calculations. To be
in line with the experimental techniques, the solvent effects of DMF and d-DMSO
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are included in the theoretical electronic absorption and

1

H-NMR spectrum

calculations, respectively, through the inclusion of polarizable continuum model
(PCM) [186, 187] at the same level of theory.
All the spectroscopic properties of the ligands and complexes were done on the
minimum energy structuresofthe two ligands and their Рt(II) and Рd(II) compounds.
The spectroscopic properties which calculated for the ligands and complexes of this
research are:
FTIR vibrational spectra with the harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated
for the free ligands and complexes by using B3LYP/LANL2DZ method (see
Appendices E and J)
For the ligands and their Pt and Pd complexes, time dependent density functional
theory method was used to calculate the UV-vis absorption spectra at
B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of theory where the vertical excitation energies (Eexc),
oscillator strengths (f) and wavelengths (  ) were also determined (see Appendices E
and K).
And the 1H chemical shifts were calculated by B3LYP/LANL2DZ method(see
Appendices E and H).
2.1.3. Docking Study
2.1.3.1. Computer aided drug design
Strong desktop development and larger capacity computers led mathematics to
improve molecular modeling packages which are popular tool used to solve set of
mathematical equations. These tools are powerful to predict how will be the
structures and physical and chemical properties of the different species and
complexes. This is saves time and money in the research field.
Computer-assisted drug design (CADD) can be performed a basic ligand structure.
With the availability of the 3D structure of the biological target, it is possible to use a
structure-based approach to evaluate and predict ligand binding mode in an active
site of receptors with ligament methods. Now it is a popular technique used to
increase the speed of drug design process. This has become possible by the
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availability of many protein structures that have contributed to the development of
tools to understand functional relationships of the structure, automated anchor and
virtual examination [188-193].
2.1.3.2. Drug design
The design of drugs and bioinformatics is mainly used as a tool to achieve drug
effects on different molecules in the body. There are many host programs available
for this purpose. The Patch Dock is one of the online docking software, which used
in our study [194, 195]. The host program helps the ground recruit and molecule and
offer several probabilities of ligament. It calculates docking grades that help to
decide the proper docking for the ligand and molecule.
2.1.3.3. Molecular docking
The molecule appeared on the computer screen in 3-dimensions and be enabled to
manipulate to show different views. In the same time there is possibility to overlay a
structure on one another. This means, it is inserting the drug into a site that fits its 3D
shape. This is known as docking operation (Figure.2.2).

Figure 2.2. Molecular docking [189].

Molecular hospitality is a powerful computational technique that can be used for
study of DNA-drug interactions, locating contact (minor or large groove) and
predicting complex binding affinities. A molecular docking study was conducted to
obtain information about DNA binding affinity for studied compounds.
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2.2. Interaction of Platinum and Palladium Compounds with DNA
The interactions of metal drugs with DNA by covalent bonds or aromatic bonds to
cellular DNA, are responsible for their anticancer activity [196]. The drug particle
binds to the DNA at various placements and bind by forming several bonds such as
covalent or non-covalent bonds. Direct drug–DNA interactions are often classified
into two main different types, intercalation and groove binding.
In the groove binding the molecules usually place themselves on the minor groove of
DNA. They bind with direct interaction with the ends of base pairs of the minor and
major grooves of DNA.
Intercalation includes the insertion of a planar molecule between deoxyribonucleic
acid base pairs, which results in a reduction in the deoxyribonucleic acid helical twist
and lengthening of the deoxyribonucleic acid [197]. They consist of planar
heterocyclic rings that fit in between contiguous deoxyribonucleic acid base pairs.
The heterocyclic rings in the molecules can fit in between the base pairs of
deoxyribonucleic acid (intercalate) with electrostatic force which keep the DNA
stable without the disruption of base pairing pattern. This prevents deoxyribonucleic
acid from replication and leads to apoptosis in the cancer cells.
In this research the mechanism of interaction of the new platinum and palladium
compounds were investigated by using online software program PatchDock, the
procedure was as in the following section.
2.3.Preparation of the Proteins
In this research two types of protein were chosen for the docking study. The X-ray
crystal structures of proteins (B-DNA Code: 1bna and 2nq1) (Figure 2.3) were
obtained from the Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb) [198] and after that
used as receptors in molecular docking simulation. Both types of proteins were
downloaded from the website as pdb format, which required for PatchDock program
(see Appendix F) and used as a receptor in the docking process
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(A)

(B)

Figure 2.3. Types of proteins (A) 1bna and(B) 2nq1proteins.

2.4. Preparation of the Ligands and Complexes
The most stable structure of ligands and complexes obtained from the DFT
calculations were saved as pdb file format, which is required for PatchDock software
and used as input for the program to dock with protein(see Appendix F)
2.5. Docking Process
The minimum energy structures of the metal-ligand complexes that obtained from
the first part of calculations were used as ligands in docking study to investigate
their interaction with DNA, using molecular mechanics simulations by using online
software PatchDock. The ligands and the receptor were submitted to the program and
the parameters of the docking program were fixed as, the clustering RMSD is
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selected as 1.5 Å and the type was selected as Protein–Small ligand type. After, fixed
the parameters the docking process has been started automatically (see Appendix G).
Results for the docked structures of proteins and ligands are downloaded for analysis.
The results fileincludes the best fit structures of interactions between the complexes
and proteins. These results ordered in tables divided to many lines for each possible
result complex included, solution numbers (list of the numbers of the results
solutions), score (the complementary between geometry shape and the solution
numbers were ordered according to the score ordered), area (the interface area of
molecule), ACE [199] (indicated the energy of contact between ligands and
proteins), transformation (included the angles of rotation and translation parameters)
and PDB file of the complex (included the final structure of interaction between the
ligand and protein in pdb format). The best possible structure between receptor and
ligand was chosen and downloaded.
We calculated the binding energies and also inspected the binding of ligand
complexes to DNA and the change in the conformation of DNA due to these
interactions.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Gaussian Calculation Results
3.1.1. Geometry Optimization of Ligands and Complexes
The minimum energy structure of the ligands and their complexes under study
(Ligand1 to Complex10) obtained from DFT calculations are shown in Figure 3.13.9. Some complexes have two different structural forms such as (5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and
10), where the lowest energy structure (the most stable) was chosen among them.
The optimized geometrical parameters such as bond distance and bond angle for
complexes are presented in Table 3.1-3.9.
The values of the total energy and the zero point vibrational energy of all complexes
are shown in Table 3.10.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 3.1.Optimized structures of (A) ligand1and (B) ligand2.

Table 3.1. Bond lengths and bond angles of ligands 1 and 2.
Bond length
Ligand1
C2N15
C4N16
C1N16
C3N15
C12N17
C13N17
C8N18
C9N18
Ligand2
C1N14
C4N14
C2N13
C3N13
C10S16
C11S16
C7S15
C8S15

(Å)

Bond angle

()

1.301
1.484
1.301
1.484
1.353
1.358
1.358
1.353

C1N16C4
C2N15C3

119.04
119.04

C12N17C13

118.33

C8N18C9

118.33

1.309
1.482
1.309
1.482
1.790
1.816
1.816
1.790

C1N14C4
C2N13C3
C7S15C8
C10S16C11

117.11
117.11
89.75
89.76
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(A)

(B)

Figure 3.2. Optimized structures of complex3 (A) Pt and (B) Pd.

Table 3.2. Bond lengths and bond angles of complex3.
()

Bond length

(Å)

Bond angle

Complex3Pt
N15Pt21
N17Pt21
Cl19Pt21
Cl20Pt21

2.005
2.034
2.401
2.397

N15Pt21N17
N15Pt21Cl19
N17Pt21Cl20
Cl19Pt21Cl20
N15Pt21Cl20
N17Pt21Cl19

79.13
95.72
95.38
89.78
174.41
174.69

Complex3Pd
N15Pd19
N17Pd19
Cl20Pd19
Cl21Pd19

2.044
2.061
2.371
2.370

N15Pd19N17
N15Pd19Cl20
N17Pd19Cl21
Cl20Pd19Cl21

78.80
94.90
94.90
91.50
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(A)

(B)

Figure 3.3. Optimized structures of complex4 (A) Pt and (B) Pd.

Table 3.3. Bond lengths and bond angles of complex4.
()

Bond length

(Å)

Bond angle

Complex4Pt
N13Pt19
S16Pt19
Cl17Pt19
Cl18Pt19

2.056
2.481
2.390
2.385

N13Pt19S16
N13Pt19Cl18
S16Pt19Cl17
Cl17Pt19Cl18
S16Pt19Cl18
N13Pt19Cl17

82.22
94.25
92.93
90.63
176.10
174.79

Complex4Pd
N13Pd19
S16Pd19
Cl18Pd19
Cl17Pd19

2.105
2.527
2.364
2.356

N13Pd19S16
N13Pd19Cl18
Cl18Pd19Cl17
Cl17Pd19S16

80.90
93.90
91.30
93.80
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(A)

(B)

Figure 3.4. Optimized structures of complex5 (A) Pt (B) Pd.

Table 3.4. Bond lengths and bond angles of complex5.
Bond angle

()

Bond length

( Å)

Complex5Pt
N15Pt19
N17Pt19
N20Pt19
Cl24Pt19

2.026
2.029
2.096
2.404

N15Pt19N17
N15Pt19N20
N15Pt19Cl24
N17Pt19Cl24
Cl24Pt19N20
N25Pt19N20
Pt19N20H21
Pt19N20H22
Pt19N20H23

79.23
100.64
176.11
97.07
83.04
179.80
112.76
112.18
103.82

Complex5Pd
N15Pd19
N17Pd19
N21Pd19
Cl20Pd19

2.056
2.041
2.096
2.373

N15Pd19N17
N15Pd19N21
N17Pd19Cl20
N21Pd19Cl20

79.48
100.17
96.27
84.06
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(A)

(B)

Figure 3.5. Optimized structures of complex6 (A) Pt and (B) Pd.

Table 3.5. Bond lengths and bond angles of complex6.
Bond angle

()

Bond length

( Å)

Complex6Pt
N13Pt18
S16Pt18
N19Pt18
Cl17Pt18

2.050
2.501
2.093
2.392

N13Pt18S16
N13Pt18Cl17
N13Pt18N19
Cl17Pt18N19
N19Pt18S16
Cl17Pt18S16
Pt18N19H20
Pt18N19H21
Pt18N19H22

81.42
95.07
178.47
83.43
100.05
176.49
111.58
112.31
104.98

Complex6Pd
N13Pd22
N18Pd22
S16Pd22
Cl17Pd22

2.066
2.091
2.538
2.370

N13Pd22Cl17
N13Pd22S16
N18Pd22Cl17
N18Pd22S16

94.51
81.18
84.04
100.24
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(A)

(B)
Figure 3.6.Optimized structures of complex7 (A) Pt and (B) Pd.

Table 3.6. Bond lengths and bond angles of complex7.
Bond length
Complex7Pt
N34Pt37
N33Pt37
N31Pt37
Complex7Pd
N29Pd37
N31Pd37
N33Pd37
N34Pd37

()

(Å)

Bond angle

2.038
2.077
2.077

N34Pt37N33
N34Pt37N29
N29Pt37N31

77.90
101.20
77.90

2.076
2.066
2.066
2.076

N29Pd37N31
N29Pd37N34
N33Pd37N31
N33Pd37N34
N29Pd37N33
N31Pd37N34

78.21
104.11
100.55
78.21
171.93
171.93
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(A)

(B)
Figure 3.7.Optimized structures of complex8 (A) Pt and (B) Pd.

Table 3.7. Bond lengths and bond angles of complex8.
Bond length
Complex8Pt
N25Pt28
N27Pt28
S31Pt28
S32Pt28
Complex8Pd
N25Pd33
N27Pd33
S30Pd33
S31Pd33

(Å)

Bond angle

()

2.070
2.070
2.4700
2.470

N25Pt28S31
N25Pt28S32
N27Pt28S31
N27Pt28S32

80.50
99.50
99.50
80.50

2.067
2.067
2.572
2.572

N25Pd33S31
N25Pd33S30
N27Pd33S30
N27Pd33S31
N27Pd33N25
S30Pd33S31

101.12
80.84
101.12
80.84
175.03
134.01
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(A)

(B)
Figure 3.8. Optimized structures of complex9 (A) Pt and (B) Pd.

Table 3.8.Bond lengths and bond angles of complex9.
Bond length
Complex9Pt
N29Pt36
N31Pt36
N34Pt36
N33Pt36
Complex9Pd
N29Pd37
N33Pd37
N31Pd37
N34Pd37

()

(Å)

Bond angle

2.035
2.051
2.035
2.051

N29Pt36N31
N29Pt36N34
N43Pt36N33
N33Pt36N31

77.80
103.70
77.80
100.90

2.039
2.069
2.078
2.049

N29Pd37N31
N29Pd37N33
N34Pd37N33
N34Pd37N31
N29Pd37N34
N31Pd37N33

78.37
100.68
78.22
102.72
178.54
178.87
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(A)

(B)
Figure 3.9. Optimized structures of complex10 (A) Pt and (B) Pd.

Table 3.9.Bond lengths and bond angles of complex10.
Bond length
Complex10Pt
N27Pt28
N25Pt28
S32Pt28
S31Pt28
Complex10Pd
N25Pd39
N27Pd39
S30Pd39
S31Pd39

(Å)

Bond angle

()

2.037
2.037
2.790
2.790

N27Pt28S32
N27Pt28S31
N25Pt28S31
N25Pt28S32

78.80
103.60
78.80
103.70

2.076
2.076
2.823
2.823

N25Pd39S30
N25Pd39S31
N27Pd39S30
N27Pd39S31
N25Pd39N27
S30Pd39S31

77.65
105.58
105.58
77.65
173.27
124.36
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Table 3.10. Total energies, zero point vibrational energies and energy differences of
ligands and their corresponding Pd and Pt complexes.

Complex(Pd)

Total Energy

Zero Point
Energy

Ligand1

-759.5280656

0.237812

-759.290253

Ligand2

-592.8157466

0.194458

-592.621288

Complex3Pd

-916.3052135

0.244246

-916.060967

Complex4Pd

-749.5456733

0.198936

-749.346737

Complex5Pd-A

-957.708775

0.283716

-957.425059

Complex5Pd-B

-957.709896

0.283722

-957.426174

Complex6Pd-A

-790.937283

0.238350

-790.698933

Complex6Pd-B

-790.930031

0.238029

-790.692002

Complex7Pd-A

-1645.432857

0.484825

-1644.94803

Complex7Pd-B

-1645.429325

0.484450

-1644.94487

Complex8Pd-A

-1311.862506

0.392288

-1311.47021

Complex8Pd-B

-1311.872189

0.391801

-1311.48038

Complex9Pd-A

-2097.677149

0.493579

-2097.18357

Complex9Pd-B

-2097.679637

0.493901

-2097.18573

Complex10Pd-A

-1764.083720

0.3996947

-1763.68402

Complex10Pd-B

-1764.095138

0.399797

-1763.69534

Complex3Pt

-908.733888

0.244709

-908.489179

Complex4Pt

-741.961397

0.199115

-741.762282

Complex5Pt-A

-950.139917

0.284538

-949.855380

Complex5Pt-B

-950.141472

0.284554

-949.856917

Complex6Pt-A

-783.358649

0.238981

-783.119668

Complex6Pt-B

-783.351128

0.238752

-783.112376

Complex7Pt-A

-1637.868318

0.485577

-1637.38274

Complex7Pt-B

-1637.866851

0.485282

-1637.38156

Complex8Pt-A

-1304.281129

0.393288

-1303.88784

Complex8Pt-B

-1304.295475

0.393217

-1303.90225

Complex9Pt-A

-2090.121329

0.494789

-2089.62654

Complex9Pt-B

-2090.119043

0.494950

-2089.62409

Complex10Pt-A

-1,756.498390

0.400287

-1756.09810

Complex10Pt-B

-1,756.504171

0.4004

-1756.10377

Et+ZPE

Delta
Energy
(in
hartree)

Delta
En
(in eV)

Delta
En
(kcal/mol)

DeltaEn
(in
kJ/mol)

0.001115

0.030

0.699

2.928

0.000

0.000

0

0.188

4.348

0

0.000

0.000

18.195

0.085

1.980

0

0.000

0.000

8.288

0.276

6.382

26.702

0.000

0.000

0

0.058

1.359

5.687

0.000

0.000

0

0.307

7.101

29.711

0.000

0.000

0

0.041

0.964

4.036

0.000

0.000

0

0.198

4.575

0

0.000

0.000

19.145

0.031

0.734

0

0.000

0.000

3.075

0.392

9.046

37.850

0.000

0.000

0

0.066

1.535

0

0.000

0.000

6.424

0.154

3.557

14.883

0.000

0.000

0

0.006930
0.003157
0.010171
0.002166
0.011316

Complex(Pt)

*A and B means two possible structure of the complex
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0.001538
0.007292
0.001171
0.014416
0.002447
0.005669

The optimized bond lengths of C=N in the dipyridyl and dithiopyridyl rings are 1.3Å
and this is in agreement with C=N bond lengths in N-heterocyclic ligands [200].
For the complexes5 and 6, it was found that Pd-NH3 bond length is about 2.09Å (see
Figure 3.4 and 3.5, Tables 3.4 and 3.5) which is longer than Pd-Ncyl (N of
heterocyclic ring) in the planar complexes7 and 8 (2.06Å) (see Figures 3.6 and 3.7,
Tables 3.6 and 3.7. For the Pd-Ncyl bond lengths in these complexes were longer than
Pt-Ncyl bonds length by 0.04Å. In addition, the Pt-NH3 bond in complexes5 and 6 is
2.09Åwhich is longer than Pt-NH3 of cisplatin by 0.01Å, while Pd-Ncyl and Pd-NH3
bond lengths of optimized complexes5 and 6 are 2.06, 2.09Å, respectively, which are
nearly equal to Pt-NH3 distance of cisplatin [201].
Pt-Cl bond length in complexes3, 4, 5 and 6 are found to be 2.4, 2.39, 2.4 and 2.39Å,
respectively, which are in agreement with the Pt-Cl bond length in cisplatin. The
optimized NH3-Pt-Cl bond angles of complexes5 and 6 are 83.4°which are smaller
than that of for cisplatin by 1.1°, while Cl-Pt-Cl angle of complexes3 and 4 is
90°which is smaller than the one for cisplatin by 6°. This difference may be
attributed to the presence of ligands in the complex structure.
Finally, the Pt-N and Pt-Cl distances of complex3-Pt were compared with the
experimental data of Pt-bis(pyridine-2-4L) amin complex (see Figure 3.10) [202]
which has a similar structure, and the fits between the values of bond length and
bond angles theoretically and experimentally were found in a good agreement as
shown in Table 3.11.

Figure 3.10. Pt-bis(pyridine-2-4L) amin complex.
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Table 3.11. Comparison of geometric data of the Pt complexes3, 4 with the
experimental data.
Experimental
lengths*
Рt-Ϲl1
Рt-Ϲl2
Рt-N1
Рt-N2

bond (Å)

Experimental
angles
Ϲl-Рt-N
Ϲl-Рt-Ϲl
N-Рt-N

bond (°)

Calculated
lengths
Рt-Ϲl1
Рt-Ϲl2
Рt-N1
Рt-N2

2.301
2.292
2.010
2.012

Calculated
angles
Ϲl-Рt-N
Ϲl-Рt-Ϲl
N-Рt-N

90.95
89.37
88.68

bond (Å)

2.385
2.390
2.005
2.034
bond (°)
94.25
89.78
79.13

*Data taken from the reference [202].

3.1.2. Results for Spectroscopic Properties
3.1.2.1. FTIR Spectra
FTIR vibrational spectra with the harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated
for the free ligands and complexes by using B3LYP/LANL2DZ method to provide
spectroscopic details about the selected complexes (see Appendix J). The ligand's
1
1
spectra indicated high peaks at 739 cm for ligand1 and 742 cm for ligand2, and

these strong peaks attributed to ν(C-H) vibrations. The weak band around 1400 cm-1,
on the other hand, is attributed to ν(Ϲ=Ϲ) vibrations, while the medium band is
1

observed at around 1621 cm . The IR spectra of complex4Pt showed strong bands at
1
745, 1515, 1609 cm because of ν(Ϲ-Н) and ν(Ϲ═Ϲ) vibrational frequencies of the
1
pyridyl group and the medium intensity band which is observed at about 1575 cm

is attributed to ν(Ϲ-Ν) and/or ν(Ϲ═Ν) vibrations. Similarly, the complex6Pt
1
exhibited two strong bands at 822, 1485 cm that can be related to ν(Ϲ-Н) and
1
ν(Ϲ═Ϲ) vibrations. Three medium intensity bands at 1542, 1614, 1485 cm most

probably assigned to ν(Ν-Н) and ν(Ν═Н) vibrations. The IR spectrum of the
1
complex8Pt depicted two strong bands at 751, 1482 cm attributed to ν(Ϲ-Н) and

1
ν(Ϲ═Ϲ) and two medium bands at 1529, 1610 cm are assigned to ν(Ϲ-Ν) and

ν(Ϲ═Ν) vibrations.
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Some of our complexes (Ligand2, Complex4, 6 and 8) were prepared and
investigated experimentally by some of master students in our research laboratory. A
great agreement was found between the experimental and the calculated IR
frequencies (see Figures 3.11-3.17, Tables 3.12 and 3.18). The little difference
between the calculated values and experimental is related to that the wave numbers
which computed theoretically are in isolated gas phase while the experimental wave
numbers are in solid state.

C-H

N-C
N=C
C=C

Figure 3.11. Calculated infrared spectra of ligand2.

Table 3.12. Comparison of experimental and calculated vibrational frequencies for

Ligand2

Pt-Cl

Pt-N

Pt-S

Complex

ligand2.

-

-

-

(C-S-C)
cm-1

Aromatic
(C=C) cm-1

N
Aromatic
(N=C)cm-1

N Aromatic
( N-C) cm-1

(C-H)
cm-1

Exp

Calc

Exp

Calcs

Exp

Calcs

Exp

Calcs

Exp

Calc

842
852

807
882

1332
1354
1422

1326
1495
1495

1597
1549

1621
1563

1658

1621

743
815

739
742
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(A)

(B)
Figure 3.12.Infrared spectra of complex4Pt (A) experimental and (B) calculated.

Table 3.13. Comparison of experimental and calculated vibrational frequencies of
complex4Pt (cm-1).
Complex

Pt-Cl
Exp
345

Calc

Pt-N
Exp

337

537

Calc

Pt-S
Exp

Calc

652

446

434

Complex4Pt
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N-C
C=C

N=C

C-H

(A)

C-H

N-C
N=C

C=C

(B)
Figure 3.13. Infrared spectra of complex4Pt (A) experimental and (B) calculated.

Table 3.14. Comparison of experimental and calculated vibrational frequencies of
complex4Pt .
Complex

Complex4
Pt

(C-S-C)
cm-1
Exp
Calc

Aromatic
(C=C) cm-1
Exp
Calc

N Aromatic
(N-C)cm-1
Exp
Calc

N Aromatic
( N=C) cm-1
Exp
Calc

(C-H)
cm-1
Exp

Calc

878
853

1402
1386
1348

1645

1579
1543

714
814

745
888

710
666

1609
1515
1492

1609

62

1575
1535

(A)

(B)
Figure 3.14. Infrared spectra of complex6Pt (A) experimental and (B) calculated.
Table 3.15. Comparison of experimental and calculated vibrational frequencies of
complex6Pt.

Complex

(Pt-Cl) cm-1
Exp Calc

(Pt-N) cm-1
Exp
Calc

Calc

345

533

447

(Pt-S) cm-1
Exp

Complex6Pt
336

505

63

432

N=C
N-C
C=C

C-H

(A)
C=C
C-H
N-C
N=C

(B)
Figure 3.15. Infrared spectra of complex6Pt (A) experimental and (B) calculated.
Table 3.16. Comparison of experimental and calculated vibrational frequencies of
complex6Pt.

Complex6Pt

Complex

(N-H) cm-1

(C-S-C)
cm-1
Exp Cal

Aromatic
(C=C) cm-1
Exp
Cal

N
Aromatic
(N-C)cm-1
Exp
Cal

Exp

Cal

878
854

1404
1350
1323

1652

3188

3400

884
851

1521
1485
1335

1614
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N Aromatic
( N=C) cm-1
Exp
Calc

(C-H) cm-1
Exp

Cal

1583
1544

714
815

749
822

1569
1542

(A)

(B)
Figure 3.16. Infrared spectra of complex8Pt (A) Experimental and (B) calculated.
Table 3.17. Comparison of experimental and calculated vibration frequencies of
complex8Pt.
Complex

(Pt-N) cm-1
Experimental
Calculated

(Pt-S) cm-1
Experimental
Calculated

532

449

Complex8Pt
640

65

406

N=C

C=C

C-H

N-C

(A)

C=C

C-H

N=C
N-C

(B)
Figure 3.17. Infrared spectra of complex8Pt (A) Experimental and (B) calculated.
Table 3.18. Comparison of experimental and calculated vibrational frequencies of
complex8Pt.

Complex

(C-S-C)
cm-1
Exp Cal

Aromatic
(C=C)cm-1
Exp
Calc

N
Aromatic
(N=C)cm-1
Exp
Calc

N Aromatic
( N-C) cm-1
Exp
Calc

(C-H) cm-1
Exp

Cal

849
888

1401
1348
1327

1548
1598

1598

703
724

749
751

Complex8Pt

821
882

1482
1476
1329
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1529
1610

1610

3.1.2.2. UV-vis Absorption spectra
The UV-vis absorption spectra were calculated by using Gaussian 09 for the
optimized structure of the ligands and their Pt(II) and Pd(II) complexes (see
Appendix K). Time dependent B3LYP/LANL2DZ calculations were performed to
determine the vertical excitation energies (Eexc), oscillator strengths (f) and
wavelengths (  ) of the ligands and complexes under study.
The UV-vis spectra of the two ligands and their complexes were obtained in DMF
within the range of 200 to 800 nm, experimentally.
For the two ligands, the electronic absorption spectrum is composed an intense band
at around 317 nm, which is assigned to n→π* change transfer transition involving
the electron of the N-heterocyclic, and a slight shoulder observed at 339nm which
can be attributed to π→π* transition within the aromatic group. For the complexes
the most intense band where at around 450 nm, which is attributed to n→π* ligand to
metal charge transfer transition.
Despite the fact that the calculated wavelengths for the Ligand2 is very close to that
of the experimental one (Table 3.19). Deviations are observed between the
theoretical and experimental data for the complexes4, 6 and 8Pt because of the
underestimating of the solvent effects during the theoretical calculations.
Controversially, the d-d transitions calculated theoretically do not appear in the
electronic absorption spectra of the complexes in DMF, due to very low molar
absorptivity constants of these forbidden transitions.
Table 3.19. Comparison of the calculations and experimental wavelengths in UV-vis
spectroscopy for the Pt-complexes4, 6 and 8.
Calculated data (nm)
Ligand2
304
Complex4Pt
518
510
Complex6Pt
463
451
Complex8Pt
750

Experimental data (nm)
Ligand2
310
Complex4Pt
437
310
Complex6Pt
435
310
Complex8Pt
377
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3.1.2.4. 1H-NMR studies
The 1H chemical shifts are calculated by B3LYP/LANL2DZ method (see Appendix
H). The experimental results of 1H values for ligand2 (dithiopyridyl) and complexes
4,6 and 8 are collected and compared with the calculated ones (see Table 3.20 and
Figure 3.18 and 3.21) which are in good agreement. A small variation between the
experimental and the calculated data was obtained. This is because the theoretical
calculations were done in gas phase while the experimental ones were measured in
solid phase.
Table 3.20. Comparison of experimental and calculated chemical shifts (δ) for
thiophene ring for the ligand2and the complexes4, 6 and 8Pt.
Complex
Ligand2
Complex4Pt
Complex6Pt
Complex8Pt

Experimental values (ppm) Calculated values (ppm)
6.9-7.0
6.5-6.8
6.7-7.0
6.5-7.1
6.9-7.0
6.9-7.1
6.9-7.0
7.0-7.8

Figure 3.18. 1H-NMR spectrum of Ligand2.
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(A)

(B)
Figure 3.19. Comparison of 1H-NMR spectrum of complex4Pt (A) calculated and
(B) experimental.
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(A)

(B)
Figure 3.20. Comparison of 1H-NMR of complex6Pt (A) calculated and (B)
experimental.
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(A)

(B)
Figure 3.21. Comparison of 1H-NMR of complex8Pt (A) calculated and (B)
experimental.
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3.2.Docking Results
The docking study of two ligands and complexes has been done with two protein (BDNA Co:1bna) and (2nq1), and the structure of ligands and complexes which used in
this docking were the optimized structure for each ligand and complex. The best
suitable structure of protein-complex interaction were chosen and downloaded and
saved as PDB file.
Pt(II) and Pd(II) complexes interact with DNA in different mechanisms as mentioned
in the introduction section; mainly covalent interaction, groove binding, intercalation
and Hydrogen bonding. Although, electrostatic interaction covers last three types of
these mode of actions as a general, here in this section, the electrostatic interaction
mode will refer to a type of interaction of the complexes in which the metal
complexes approach and weakly associate the surface of the double helix.
The docking results are as follows;
Ligand1 and Ligand2-protein Docking Results
In the absence of platinum and palladium atoms, the possibilities of interaction of
ligands 1 and 2 with proteins are expected to be groove binding or intercalative,
where the heteroaromatic rings fit in between base pairs of the proteins, where the
experimental study of ligand2 has been proved this expected case.
Ligand1–1bna Docking Results
The docking of ligand1 to B-DNA gives only groove binding and after visualization
of the results the minimum energy structure is selected as in Figure 3.22, where the
ligand is located in the minor groove of B-DNA with ACE = -306.6 kcal/mol.
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Figure 3.22. Docking structure of ligand1–1bna.

Ligand1-2nq1 Docking Results.
Another docking between the ligand and another protein 2nq1, the purpose is to
investigate the binding energy of interaction between the ligand and protein and
compare with the first type of protein, here with this protein the structure of the
ligand located in the major groove of the protein as in Figure 3.23, with ACE = 279.56 kcal/mol, which is higher than the binding energy of docking this ligand with
the other protein (1bna).
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Figure 3.23. Docking structure of ligand1–2nq1.

Ligand2–1bna Docking Results.
The results of docking ligand2 with 1bna reveled grooving binding where the
minimum structure energy has been selected as in Figure 3.24, where the ACE = 355 kcal/mol.

Figure 3.24. Docking structure of ligand2–1bna.
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Ligand2–2nq1 Docking Results.
The docking of ligand2 with the 2nq1 protein gives grooving binding as in Figure
3.25, with ACE = -364.75 kcal/mol, which is less than the binding energy of binding
with the other protein (1bna).

Figure 3.25. Docking structure of ligand2–2nq1.

Complex3Pt–1bna Docking Results
Docking study of this complex was carried out to gain theoretical insight in to the
interaction between it and DNA. The optimized structure of metal complex was
docked with a B-DNA by using Patch Dock Software. The docking model suggest
that complex3Pt interacts with B-DNA in two different types of interaction
1- Covalent bond with atomic contact energy equal to -249.3 kcal/mol, where the
platinum atom in the complex made a covalent bond with N3 of guanine as in Figure
3.26, with distance 1.93Å. Results depicted the contact between the metal (Pt+2) of
platinum complex with structure of DNA, and the results of molecular docking
suggest a favorable binding site of the complex with B-DNA is in the major groove
ofthe double helix. This result indicates that the platinum complex has higher affinity
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for this macromolecule. This interaction is not similar to that one of cisplatin because
the binding between cisplatin and DNA occurs on the N7-nitrogen atoms of the base
of guanine in two covalent bonds with a distance of 2Å, which is nearly equal to the
covalent bond distance between Pt of complex3Pt and N3 of guanine.
2- Electrostatic interaction, that is another type of interaction mechanism which
appear between complex3Pt and 1bna, where the platinum atom make weak
interaction with NH2 of guanine with ACE = -241.44 kcal/mol and distance 2.8Å as
in Figure 3.27. This mechanism of action was observed for other Pt compounds
toward DNA [197].

Figure 3.26. Docking structure of complex3Pt–1bna.
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Figure 3.27. Docking structure of complex3Pt–1bna.

Complex3pt–2nq1 Docking Results
The model of docking of complex3Pt with 2nq1 suggest that this complex interact
with this protein in three different types of interactions
1-Covalent bond, this complex formed covalent bond with 2nq1as in Figure 3.28,
with distance 1.72Å and ACE = -210.73 kcal/mol, which is higher than the energy of
covalent bond formation between this complex and 1bna.
2- Electrostatic interaction, where the platinum atom makes weak interaction with
N7 of guanine as in Figure 3.29, with ACE = -271.12 kcal/mol and distance 2.6Å,
where this weak interaction different from that of this complex with 1bna in position
and in the value of energy, this is less energy.
3- Groove binding, this interaction occurs when the complex3Pt located in the minor
groove of protein as in Figure 3.30, with ACE = -272.11 kcal/mol.
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Figure 3.28. Docking structure of complex3Pt–2nq1.

Figure 3.29. Docking structure of complex3Pt–2nq1.
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Figure 3.30. Docking structure of complex3Pt–2nq1.

Complex3Pd–1bna Docking Results
The interaction of this complex with platinum atom occurs with a covalent bond on
N3 of guanine. The mechanism of interaction when replacing the platinum atom with
palladium atom is similar to that one in the case of platinum atom in the value of
energy of interaction, but different in the position of interaction. The model of
interaction between complex3Pd and B-DNA suggest that the interaction occurs in
three different mechanisms:
1-Covalent bond, which occur between palladium atom and NH2 of guanine in the
minor groove as in Figure 3.31, with ACE = -249.82 kcal/mol and bond distance
1.9Å.
2- Electrostatic interaction between complex3Pd and 1bna also occurs, where the
palladium atom makes weak interaction with N3 of guanine as in Figure 3.32, with
ACE = -235.79 kcal/mol and distance 3.3 Å.
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3- Intercalative mode, fit in between the base pairs of protein, where the heterocyclic
aromatic ring nearly goes between the base pairs of complex as in Figure 3.33, with
ACE = -234.94 kcal/mol.

Figure 3.31. Docking structure of complex3Pd–1bna.
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Figure 3.32. Docking structure of complex3Pd–1bna.

Figure 3.33. Docking structure of complex3Pd–1bna.
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Complex3pd-2nq1 Docking Results
The interaction of this complex with 2nq1 appears in three different types of
interaction mechanisms:
1-This complex formed two types of groove binding the first groove binding occurs
in the major groove of the proteinbetween the palladium atom and N7 atoms of
guanine as in Figure 3.34, with ACE = -239.81 kcal/mol and distances 2.5 and 3Å.
And the other groove binding occurs in the minor groove of the protein between the
palladium atom and N7 of guanine but with lower energy ACE = -276.17 kcal/mol
and distance 3Å as in Figure 3.35.

Figure 3.34. Docking structure of complex3Pd–2nq1.
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Figure 3.35. Docking structure of complex3Pd–2nq1.
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Complex4pt–1bna Docking Results
The docking study of complex4Pt revealed three different mechanisms of interaction
between it and B-DNA
1-The platinum atom in the complex reacts with N3 atom of guanine nucleotide to
form one covalent bond with distance = 2.0923 Å and ACE = -306.2 kcal/mol as in
Figure 3.36. The binding occurs with B-DNA double helix toward the minor groove.
This mechanism of action is different from the interstrand and intrastrand DNA
cross-links adducts in two covalent bonds with N7 atoms of adjacent guanosine
nucleotides which formed by cisplatin in the major groove with bond distance = 2Å
[36, 44, 204], but in agreement with the experimental one of this complex.
2- Groove interaction between complex4Pt and N3 and NH of guanine with bond
distance 2.17Å and ACE = -233.54 kcal/mol see Figure 3.37 was also observed.
3- The last mechanism of interaction of this complex with 1bna was that the planar
heterocyclic ring of the complex intercalates with the DNA as in Figure 3.38, with
ACE = -333.67 kcal/mol, where this mode of action was also observed
experimentally.

Figure 3.36. Docking structure of complex4Pt–1bna.
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Figure 3.37. Docking structure of complex4Pt–1bna.

Figure 3.38. Docking structure of complex4pt–1bna.
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Complex4Pt-2nq1 Docking Results.
In order to get good results we performed docking studies of this complex with other
type of protein (2nq1), and after visualized the results we obtain three different
mechanisms of interaction
1- Groove interaction between the complex and N7 of guanine with ACE = -304.49
kcal/mol and distance 3.23Å as in Figure 3.39.
2- Intercalative mode is also another interaction between the complex and protein as
shown in Figure 3.40, with ACE = -206.07 kcal/mol.

Figure 3.39. Docking structure of complex4Pt–2nq1.
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Figure 3.40. Docking structure of complex4Pt–2nq1.
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Complex4Pd-1bna Docking Results.
In different mechanism from that of cisplatin and similar to the mechanism of
complex4Pt, the docking study of complex4Pd revealed three different mechanisms
of action.
1-Covalent binding, where this complex makes covalent bond with N3 of guanine as
in Figure 3.41, with ACE = -324.13 kcal/mol and bond distance 1.87Å.
2- The other possibility of interaction is during groove binding occurs in the major
groove between the Pd atom of complex and N3 of guanine and NH2 of the other
guanine as in Figure 3.42, with distance 3.0 and 2.95Å and ACE = -231.9 kcal/mol.
3- Another mechanism of action is intercalative, where the planar ring of complex
fits in between the base pairs of protein as in Figure 3.43, with ACE = -331.61
kcal/mol.

Figure 3.41. Docking structure of complex4Pd–1bna.
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Figure 3.42. Docking structure of complex4Pd–1bna.

Figure 3.43. Docking structure of complex4Pd–1bna.
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Complex4Pd-2nq1 Docking Results.
The docking study of complex4Pd with this protein (2nq1) doesn‘t contain a
covalent interaction between them, on the other hand three other different
interactions appear.
1- Groove binding, in the major groove and in the same time the palladium atom in
the complex weakly interacts with 2nq1 as in Figure 3.44 in the same position which
make weak interaction with 1bna, but with different energy -259.07 kcal/mol and
distance 3.347Å.
2- The planar heterocyclic ring in the complex fits in between the base pairs of
protein as in Figure 3.45, with ACE = -201.1 kcal/mol.
3- The last possibility of interaction of this complex with 2nq1 is electrostatic
binding, where the almost whole complex located in the minor groove of the protein
and make weak interaction with the nitrogen of the protein while the heterocyclic
ring located outside the groove. This docking accrues with ACE = -341.06 kcal/mol,
as shown in Figure 3.46.

Figure 3.44. Docking structure of complex4Pd–2nq1.
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Figure 3.45. Docking structure of complex4Pd–2nq1.

Figure 3.46. Docking structure of complex4Pd–2nq1.
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Complex5Pt–1bna Docking Results.
While the Pt complexes such as complex3Pt and 4Pt make covalent interaction with
DNA, this complex doesn't make such an interaction. The other mechanisms of
interaction of this complex are
1- Groove binding: this complex lying in the majour groove of protein and in the
same time makes weak interaction with NH2 of guanine as in Figure 3.47, with ACE
= -260 kcal/mol and distance 3.189Å.
2- Intercalative: the heterocyclic ring of this complex goes between the base pairs of
protein as in Figure 3.48, with ACE = -210.61 kcal/mol.
3- Groove binding: as shown in the Figure 3.49, the complex located in the minor
groove of 1bna and the heterocyclic ring stays out. This binding accrues with ACE =
-303.88 kcal/mol.

Figure 3.47. Docking structure of complex5Pt–1bna.
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Figure 3.48. Docking structure of complex5Pt–1bna.

Figure 3.49. Docking structure of complex5Pt–1bna.
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Complex5Pt-2nq1 Docking Results
The analysis of the results of the docking study between complex5Pt and 2nq1
revealed two types of interaction
1- Groove binding, where the complex lying in the major groove and formed weak
interaction between the platinum atom of complex and N3 of guanine as in Figure
3.50, with ACE = -309.78 kcal/mol and distance = 2.8Å. This interaction occurred
with energy less than the energy of such interaction between the same complex and
the other protein (1bna) and in different position.
2- Groove binding, where complex is located in the minor groove of 2nq1 as in
Figure 3.51. This binding occurred with ACE = -287.09 kcal/mol, which is nearly
equal to the energy of same type of binding between complex5Pt and 1bna.

Figure 3.50. Docking structure of complex5Pt–2nq1.
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Figure 3.51. Docking structure of complex5Pt–2nq1.
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Complex 5Pd-1bna Docking Results.
The complexes with Pd atom appear two types of interaction with 1bna
1-The planar heterocyclic ring of complex5Pd fits in between the base pairs of 1bna
as in Figure 3.52, with ACE = -237.85 kcal/mol, which is less than the energy of
same type of binding between complex5Pt and same protein.
2- Groove binding, where almost whole body of the complex located in the minor
groove of 1bna as in Figure 3.53, with ACE = -357.27 kcal/mol, which is less than
the groove binding energy of complex5Pt with the same protein.

Figure 3.52. Docking structure of complex5Pd–1bna.
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Figure 3.53. Docking structure of complex5Pd–1bna.
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Complex5Pd-2nq1 Docking Results
Docking of complex 5Pd to protein 2nq1 gives two types of binding model:
1- Groove binding and in the same time weak interactions ocurs between palladium
atom and N7 of adenine in protein as in Figure 3.54, with ACE = -301.05 kcal/mol.

Figure 3.54. Docking structure of complex5Pd–2nq1.
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Complex6Pt-1bna Docking Results
The structure of this complex interacts with 1bna in two types of interaction, where
these modes of action were also observed experimentally.
1- Electrostatic interaction, where the complex interacts by weak bond with NH2 of
guanine and N3 of adenine of protein as in Figure 3.55, with ACE = -274.84
kcal/mol and distance 2.85 and 3.26Å.
2- The other type of interaction is that the planar heterocyclic ring of complex fits in
between the base pairs of the protein as in Figure 3.56, with ACE = -335.6 kcal/mol.

Figure 3.55. Docking structure of complex6Pt–1bna.
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Figure 3.56. Docking structure of complex6Pt–1bna.
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Complex6Pt-2nq1 Docking Results
During the docking of complex6Pt with 2nq1, two types of interaction appear:
1- Groove binding occurs in the major groove between Pt atom of complex and NH2
of cytosine and NH2 of adenine as in Figure 3.57, with ACE = -273.17 kcal/mol and
distance 3.17 and 3.5Å, where this position of interaction is different from the weak
interaction between this complex and other protein, but with the same value of
energy.
2- Groove binding occurs in the minor groove and in the same time weak interaction
occurs between the complex and 2nq1, where the Pt(II)-complex located in the minor
groove of protein as in Figure 3.58, with ACE = -317.01 kcal/mol.

Figure 3.57. Docking structure of complex6Pt–2nq1.
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Figure 3.58. Docking structure of complex6Pt–2nq1.
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Complex6Pd-1bna Docking Results
Complex6Pd interacts with 1bna through two types of interaction mechanisms which
is similar to that of interaction between the same complex in case of platinum atom.
1- Groove binding in the major groove and in the same time weak interaction occurs
between Pd atom of complex and NH2 of adenine as in Figure 3.59, with ACE = 197.04 kcal/mol and distance 3.4Å.
2- The planar heterocyclic ring fits in between base pairs of protein as in Figure 3.60,
with ACE = -315.04 kcal/mol.

Figure 3.59. Docking structure of complex6Pd–1bna.
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Figure 3.60. Docking structure of complex6Pd–1bna.
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Complex6Pd-2nq1 Docking Results
The docking of complex6Pd with protein occurs in two mechanisms:
1- Groove binding occurs in the major groove and the Pd atom of complex makes
weak interaction with N3 of guanine and NH2 of guanine as in Figure 3.61, with
ACE = -339.14 kcal/mol and distance = 3.14 and 3.5Å. This weak interaction occurs
with less energy from that of same interaction of this complex with the other protein
but at different position.
2- Groove binding between the complex and protein occurs in the minor groove, the
complex located in the minor groove of protein as in Figure 3.62, with ACE = 312.12 kcal/mol.

Figure 3.61. Docking structure of complex6Pd–2nq1.
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Figure 3.62. Docking structure of complex6Pd–2nq1.
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Complexes7,8,9 and 10
In different mechanism from cisplatine these complexes interact with DNA similar to
the previous complexes instead of covalent interaction where doesn't appear in these
complexes. The most observed mechanisms of interactionare groove and
intercalative interaction. Because of these complexes are different in their structure
than the first sex complexes these complexes are in the bis form structure with bulky
ligands which make the complexes very big compared with the previous ones.
Complex7Pt-Protein Docking Results
This complex interacts with the two proteins in groove binding mode of interaction,
and in the 1bna protein the complex is lying in the minor groove with ACE = -411.55
kcal/mol, while in the case of 2nq1 protein the complex is lying in the major groove
with ACE = -414 kcal/mol, the structures are given in figure 3.63 (A) and (B).

(A)

(B)

Figure 3.63. Docking structure of complex7Pt with (A) 1bna, (B) 2nq1 protein.
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Complex7Pd –Protein Docking Results
In the case of palladium atom, this complex interacts with proteins in the same
mechanism of interaction in the platinum complex and also with the same values of
energy. This complex interacts in the minor groove of 1bna protein in groove binding
mode of interaction with ACE = -368.13 kcal/mol, and in the major groove of 2nq1
protein with ACE = -411.06 kcal/mol, figure 3.64 (A) and (B) show the structure of
interaction between the complex and two proteins.

(A)

(B)

Figure 3.64. Docking structure of complex7Pd with (A) 1bna, (B) 2nq1
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Complex8Pt – Protein Docking Results
Complex8Pt interacts with two proteins in different mechanism from that of
complex7, this complex interacts in intercalative mode of interaction, the
heterocyclic ring fits in between the base pairs of proteins as in Figure 3.65 (A) and
(B), in the case of 1bna protein the complex is lying in the minor groove of protein
while the heterocyclic ring enters between the base pairs of protein with ACE = 368.88 kcal/mol as in Figure 3.65 (A), and in the case of 2nq1 protein the complex is
lying in the major groove and the heterocyclic ring fit in between the base pairs of
protein with ACE = -376.24 kcal/mol as in Figure 3.65 (B).

(A)

(B)

Figure 3.65. Docking structure of complex8Pt with (A) 1bna, (B) 2nq1.
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Complex8Pd–Protein Docking Results
This complex interacts in different mechanisms with the two proteins, where in the
case of 1bna protein this complex interacts in intercalative mode of interaction, the
heterocyclic ring fit in between the base pairs of protein with ACE = -392.14
kcal/mol as in Figure 3.66 (A), but with the 2nq1 this complex forms groove binding
and in the same time makes weak interaction with DNA with bond distance = 3.4Å
and ACE = -606.41 kcal/molas in Figure 3.66 (B).

(A)

(B)

Figure 3.66. Docking structure of complex8Pd with (A) 1bna, (B) 2nq1.
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Complex9Pt–Protein Docking Results
For this complex, it forms groove binding mode of interaction with the two types of
proteins. With 1bna the complex is lying in the minor groove with ACE = -371
kcal/mol as in the Figure 3.67 (A), while with the 2nq1 form also groove binding but
with lower energy of interaction ACE = -472.24 kcal/mol as in Figure 3.67 (B).

(A)

(B)

Figure 3.67. Docking structure of complex9Pt with (A) 1bna, (B) 2nq1.
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Complex9Pd–Protein Docking Results
In the case of palladium atom this complex interacts in the same way of platinum
atom with 1bna, where the complex is lying in the minor groove of protein with ACE
= -358.23 kcal/mol as in Figure 3.68 (A), while with the 2nq1 protein it also makes
groove binding but in the same time palladium atom makes weak interaction with the
protein with ACE = -374.7 kcal/mol which is nearly similar to the atomic contact
energy of the complex with the first protein. The structure is given in Figure 3.68
(B).

(A)

(B)

Figure 3.68. Docking structure of complex9Pd with (A) 1bna, (B) 2nq1.
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Complex10Pt–Protein Docking Results
This complex formed groove binding with two proteins. With the first protein 1bna,
it makes groove binding in the major groove with ACE = -464.32 kcal/mol as in
Figure 3.69 (A), and it makes the same groove binding in the major groove of the
second protein 2nq1 as in the Figure 3.69 (B) with ACE = -451.08 kcal/mol.

(A)

(B)

Figure 3.69. Docking structure of complex10Pt with (A) 1bna, (B) 2nq1.
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Complex10Pd–Protein Docking Results
For this complex in case of palladium atom, it forms the same type of interaction of
platinum complex with two types of protein with partial intercalative of heterocyclic
ring of the ligand, where with the first protein 1bna as in Figure 3.70 (A) the
complex located in the major groove of protein with ACE = -414.34 kcal/mol, and
with other protein 2nq1 ACE = -472 kcal/mol which is similar to atomic contact
energy of interaction with the first protein, as in Figure 3.70 (B).

(A)

(B)

Figure 3.70. Docking structure of complex10Pd with (A) 1bna, (B) 2nq1.
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3.3. Summary Table
Table 3.21. Summary table for all complexes being investigated.
Complex

Type
of Mode
protein
interaction

Ligand1

1bna
2nq1
1bna
2nq1
1bna

Ligand2
Complex3Pt

2nq1
Complex3Pd

1bna

2nq1
Complex4Pt

1bna

2nq1

Complex4Pd

1bna

Complex5Pd

Complex7Pt

Minor

Major
Minor
Minor

Major

2nq1

Groove

Major

1bna

Intercalative
Groove
Groove

Minor

Electrostatic
Intercalative
Groove

Minor

1bna

1bna
2nq1

Complex6Pd

Major

Minor

2nq1
Complex6Pt

Covalent
Groove
Intercalative
Intercalative
Groove

Minor
Major
Minor
Minor
Minor

Covalent
Groove
Intercalative
Intercalative
Groove
Electrostatic
Intercalative
Groove

2nq1

Complex5Pt

Groove
Groove
Groove
Groove
Covalent
Electrostatic
Covalent
Electrostatic
Covalent
Electrostatic
Intercalative
Groove

of Position
interaction

1bna
2nq1

Groove
Intercalative
Groove

1bna

Groove
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Minor
Major
Minor
Minor

Major

Major
Minor
Major
Minor
Major
Minor

of Atomic contact
energy(ACE)
kcal/mol
-306.6
-279.56
-355
-364.75
-249.3
-241.4
-210.73
-271.12
-249.82
-235.79
-234.94
-276.17
-263.78
-305.24
-233.54
-333.67
-304.49
-206.07
-302.66
-324.13
-231.9
-331.62
-259.07
-201.1
-341.06
-260.04
-210.61
-303.88
-309.78
-287.09
-237.85
-357.27
-301.05
-288.27
-274.84
-335.6
-273.17
-317.01
-197.04
-315.04
-339.14
-329.63
-411.55

Complex7Pd
Complex8Pt
Complex8Pd
Complex9Pt
Complex9Pd
Complex10Pt
Complex10Pd
Cisplatin

2nq1
1bna
2nq1
1bna
2nq1
1bna
2nq1
1bna
2nq1
1bna
2nq1
1bna
2nq1
1bna
2nq1
2nq1

Groove
Groove
Groove
Intercalative
Intercalative
Intercalative
Groove
Groove
Groove
Groove
Groove
Groove
Groove
Groove
Groove
Covalent

Major
Minor
Major
Minor
Major
Minor
Major
Minor
Major
Minor
Minor
Major
Major
Minor
Major
Major

-414
-368.13
-411.06
-368.88
-376.24
-392.14
-606.41
-371
-472.24
-358.23
-374.7
-464.32
-451.08
-414.34
-472

3.4. Summary Graph
This graph includes the percentage of types of interaction which obtained by the Pt
and Pd complexes

14% 14%

Covalent

Groove

Groove
Intercalative

29%

6%

Covalent

13%

31%

Intercalative

43%

50%

Electrostatic

Electrostatic

(A)

(B)

Figure 3.71. The percentage of modes of interaction for Platinum (II) (A) and
Palladium (II) (B) complexes

Careful inspection of the summary table and pie chartsclearly indicates that all
platinum and palladium complexes perform almost identical types of interaction in
the same percentage ratio. The Pt(II) and Pd(II) complexes in the cis and asymmetric
geometry (1-6) have dual interaction mode, covalent and intercalation, to DNA
structure which is also verified by the experimental results. The presence of the labile
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chlorine ligand in the complex structures enhance the affinity of the complexes to
form covalent bond with the purine or pyrimidine bases of the DNA.
On the other hand, the planar ligands 1 and 2 can easily penetrate through the base
stuck of the DNA by performing intercalative mode of action. In fact,

the

intercalative binding was observed mostly for the complexes containing ligand2 and
this may be attributed to the present of the sulfur atoms in its structure.
The groove binding is the most favored mechanism of interaction for the complexes
7 to 10 in bis geometry. The covalent binding here for these complexes was not
observed at all due to absence of a labile ligand in their molecular structure. It was
very suprising that all the bis complexes except complex8 prefers groove binding.
This results also support our prevous findings on the intercalation ability of the cis
and asymmetric complexes containing ligand2. Especially the Pt(II) and Pd(II)
complexes containing ligand2 in bis-geometry led them intercalate between the base
stucks as well.
As it was expected, the electrostatic binding mode has the lowest possibility among
the all types. This type of weak interaction occurs between the complexes and the
nitrogen atoms of DNA bases.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS

In our research studies, two ligands (dipyridyl and diythiopyridyl) and their sixteen
Рt(II) and Рd(II) complexes were designed, the geometry optimization, FTIR, 1H
NMR, UV-vis spectra were calculated by using DFT method at B3LYP/LANL2DZ
level of theory. All calculations were done by GAUSSIAN09 program. In general all
complexes give promising results as potential anticancer drugs. Some theoretically
obtained structural and spectroscopic parameters of some of the complexes such as 4,
6, 8 and ligand2 were compared with the available experimental data and with
cisplatin. The theoretical calculations were found in good agreement with the
experimental ones. Docking studies were performed for two ligands and their
complexes. The structures of ligands and complexes were optimized by Gaussian
software and the docking study was done by using Patch Dock software. The results
were analyzed to get the best structure which is with the lowest energy therefore it is
the most stable structure. The docking studies were done with two different kinds of
proteins 1- 1bna and 2- 2nq1.
The docking studies revealed different mechanisms of action between the ligands and
complexes and the proteins. From the comparison of the results of complexes with
each other and with cisplatin as reference, we observed the followings:


For the two ligands, they give nearly the same values of ACE with each
protein, but in general they interact with 1bna with lower energy than 2nq1.



Our complexes indicate four different types of mechanisms of interaction,
namely, covalent, electrostatic interaction, intercalative and groove binding,
which expected to lead to apoptosis death of cancer cells.
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The energy of binding is different from one complex to other and from one
binding type to another.



Some types of interaction give nearly similar energy either for the same
complex or for different complexes.



The platinum complexes are more stable in the case of docking with 1bna
protein.



There is no big difference between platinum and palladium complexes in
stability of binding structure.



In general the groove binding and intercalative were the most stable
mechanisms of interaction.



Covalent bond mechanism was the highest energy in general.



Some of our complexes were compared with experimental results and good
agreement was achieved.



For the complexes7, 8, 9 and 10 which are big complexes, the mechanisms of
interactions of these complexes with two different types of DNA reveal
different mechanisms of interaction: groove, intercalative and electrostatic
interaction mode, instead of covalent one, where the intercalative mode was
the most observed mode.

In general, we can say that all complexes showed very good results as platform
anticancer agents.
The results of studied complexes were promising and encouraged for further studies.
These complexes can be prepared experimentally for deeper investigation as
antitumor agents whether alone or in combination with other drugs. In addition, the
selectivity of these complexes may be increased in a study by adding some
parameters such as antibody or in another study as nano particle complexes which
may be have more useful properties. The ligands were prepared in a good way, so
they can use with other metal ions specially those who had background as anticancer
drug whether with the same leaving groups or with other leaving groups. The
complexes haven't studied yet as anti-other diseases agent, this may also be the other
field of study.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
Drawing of the ligands and complexes with wxMaxMolPlt
wxMaxMolPlt program is used to draw the structures of ligands, from the periodic
table and choose the benzene ring to draw the rings of ligands and use the different
tools to move, rotate, and fixed the structure of the ligand. After that saved the
structure to use in the next step.
- Open wxMaxMolPlt and new window will automatically open (as in Figure A.1)
- Click on the Builder and choose build tools and new window will open (as in
Figure A.2)
- Choose prototypes and choose benzene rings to build the structure of ligand (as in
Figure A.3)
- Using the Edit tool to put and move the rings near or far form each other and fix
them in their correct position.
- Using Select tool to select any part from the structure
- Using View tool to rotate the structure.
- Open file choose Export and new window will open write file name and save it as
XMOL(*.xyz)(as in Figure A.4)
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Figure A.1: Building a Molecule in wxMaxMolPlt

Figure A.2: Building a Molecule in wxMaxMolPlt
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Figure A.3: Building a Molecule in wxMaxMolPlt

Figure A.4: Building a Molecule in wxMaxMolPlt
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APPENDIX B
Transfer and fix the molecules with Gaussian View
The molecule open firstly with Vim, copy the data of the file and copied in empty
file of Gaussian view and save it as Gaussian view file with the name of molecule.
When Gaussian View open the molecule will open as it in wxMaxMolPlt and it can
be fixed by using periodic table to add the desired atoms, and small delete tools to
remove the undesired atoms, using the other small tools to fixed the molecule
parameters such bond length and bond distance. After made all the fixed on the
molecule saved by click right mouse choose file –save-choose file name and save it
as gjf file.
- Open wxMaxMolPlt files with Vim and copied the data and pasted in empty
Gaussian view file and save it as gjf file (see Figure B.1)
- Open the Gaussian view files and directly will open in Gaussian window (as in
Figure B.2)
- Using periodic table selection tools, choose the desired atoms to change with
suitable ones
- Using modify boon tool to fixed the distance between the atoms
- Using modify angle tool to fixed the angles Between the atoms
- Using modify dihedral to fixed the angles between the rings of molecule
- Using delete atom tool to delete the undesired atoms
- Save file as gjf file
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Figure B.1: Transfer the wxMaxMolPlt files to the Gaussian files.

Figure B.2: Modified the molecule with Gaussian.
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APPENDIX C
Transfer Gaussian files to main computer to start calculations
After fixed the ligands and complexes with Gaussian View transferred to the main
computer to start calculations, by download the files of ligands and complexes on the
main computer, by click on upload the file of molecule download on the main
computer and be ready to calculations, then start optimization calculations to get the
optimized structure of the ligands and complexes
-

Download the ligands and complexes to the main computer

-

Open the main computer to find the ligands and complex in the main page.

-

Fixe the Gaussian parameters to start Gaussian calculations

-

Open Gaussian window and start calculations by using user name and pass
word and the name of molecule with the name of type of process.

-

After finish the calculation get the output file to see the result.

-

Download the output file and save it with ligand or complex name
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APPENDIX D
Setting calculations parameters
Calculations must be set up for the newly created ligands and complexes. This is
done in GaussView, under the Calculations tab. Gaussian methods are used, and
various options are available in the calculation window. There are three basic
components to the Gaussian calculations: job type, method, and basis set.
Calculations should be performed under the following specifications: job type: type
of jop; method: ground state, using DFT (density functional theory) B3LYP with a
default spin; and basis set: LanL2dz.
- Open the Gaussian file and choose calculations and choose Gaussian calculations
setup and new window will open include the main window of calculations setup. (as
in Figure D.1)
- Under the Job Type tab, choose Optimization
- Under the Method tab, select Ground State, DFT, Default Spin, B3LYP
- Then select Basis Set as LanL2dz
- Fix the charge of the molecule
- Choose Edit and save the molecule as new one with process name (as in Figure
D.2)
- Download this new file to the main computer to start new calculations
- Download the output file of the molecule and save it
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Figure D.1: Setting calculations parameters with Gaussian.

Figure D.2: Saving files with setting calculations parameters with Gaussian.
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APPENDIX E
Calculate the spectroscopic properties
From the optimized structure output file of the ligands and complexes we can
calculate the other spectroscopic properties such as FTIR, NMR and UV-vis spectra:
For the NMR spectra calculate by click Gaussian calculation with choose the
processes as NMR then download to the main computer and start caluculations as in
the previous step.
-

Open the Optimized output Gaussian file and new window will open

-

Choose calculations and new window will open

-

Fixed the processes as FTIR, NMR or UV (as in Figure E.1)

-

Choose Edit to save the file as new file with new name and download the file
to the main computer and start calculation as in previous steps

-

Download the output file of the results and save it

Figure E.1: Calculate spectroscopic properties with Gaussian.
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APPENDIX F
Preparing ligands and complexes for Docking calculations
The optimize structure of the ligands and complexes saved as Pdb format to use as
ligand in for the patchdock docking program, the output optimized file of complexes
saved as PDB format to be suitable in docking process
-

Open the output optimized Gaussian file and click right and choose file

-

Choose save as pdb (as in Figure F.1)

Figure F.1: Preparing ligands and complexes for Docking calculations.
Download the Protein from protein data bank
-

Open the protein data bank website

-

Write the name of proteins 1bna and 2nq1

-

Choose protein dowlaod and choose download as pdb (as in Figure F.2)

-

Save the protein (as in Figure F.3)
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Figure F.2: Download the Protein from protein data bank

Figure F.3: Save the Protein as PDB format.
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APPENDIX G
Docking calculations
The pdb files of complexes and protein used for PatchDock program, the protein
used as receptor and the complex used as ligand, the other parameters fixed as
mention before, and the results received on the email.
-

Open the patchdock online automatic server will open

-

Download the complex as ligand and protein as receptor

-

enter the email address where will received the docking results

-

Choose clustering RMSD as 1.5

-

Choose the complex type as default

-

Then click submit form (as in Figure G.1)

-

The results will received on the email address (as in Figure G.2)

Figure G.1: Submit complex and protein to the patchdock server.
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Figure G.2: Received the docking results on the email.
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Appendix H
1

H NMR Spectra of Ligands and Complexes

1: 1H NMR Spectra of Ligand1
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2- 1H NMR Spectra of Ligand2
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3- 1H NMR Spectra of Complex3Pt
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4- 1H NMR Spectra of Complex3Pd
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5- 1H NMR Spectra of Complex4Pt
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6- 1H NMR Spectra of Complex4Pd
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7- 1H NMR Spectra of Complex5Pt
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8- 1H NMR Spectra of Complex5Pd
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9-1H NMR Spectra of Complex6Pt
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10- 1H NMR Spectra of Complex6Pd
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11- 1H NMR Spectra of Complex7Pt
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12- 1H NMR Spectra of Complex7Pd
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13-1H NMR Spectra of Complex8Pt
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14- 1H NMR Spectra of Complex8Pd
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15- 1H NMR Spectra of Complex9Pt
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16- 1H NMR Spectra of Complex9Pd
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17-1H NMR Spectra of Complex10Pt
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18-1H NMR Spectra of Complex10Pd
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Appendix J
FTIR Spectra of Ligands and Complexes
1- FTIR Spectra of Ligand1
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2- FTIR Spectra of Ligand2
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3- FTIR Spectra of Complex3Pt
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4- FTIR Spectra of Complex3Pd
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5- FTIR Spectra of Complex4Pt
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6- FTIR Spectra of Complex4Pd
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7- FTIR Spectra of Complex5Pt
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8- FTIR Spectra of Complex5Pd
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9- FTIR Spectra of Complex6Pt
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10- FTIR Spectra of Complex6Pd
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11- FTIR Spectra of Complex7Pt
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12- FTIR Spectra of Complex7Pd
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13- FTIR Spectra of Complex8Pt
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14- FTIR Spectra of Complex8Pd
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15- FTIR Spectra of Complex9Pt
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16- FTIR Spectra of Complex9Pd
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17- FTIR Spectra of Complex10Pt
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18- FTIR Spectra of Complex10Pd
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APPENDIX K
UV-vis Spectra of ligands and complexes
1- UV-vis Spectra of Ligand1

2- UV-vis Spectra of Ligand2
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3- UV-vis Spectra of Complex3Pt

4- UV-vis Spectra of Complex3Pd
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5- UV-vis Spectra of Complex4Pt

6- UV-vis Spectra of Complex4Pd
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7- UV-vis Spectra of Complex5Pt

8- UV-vis Spectra of Complex5Pd
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9- UV-vis Spectra of Complex6Pt

10- UV-vis Spectra of Complex6Pd
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11- UV-vis Spectra of Complex7Pt

12- UV-vis Spectra of Complex7Pd
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13- UV-vis Spectra of Complex8Pt

14- UV-vis Spectra of Complex8Pd
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15- UV-vis Spectra of Complex9Pt

16- UV-vis Spectra of Complex9Pd
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17- UV-vis Spectra of Complex10Pt

18- UV-vis Spectra of Complex10Pd
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